My Ph.D. focuses on detecting malware by leveraging the information obtained at an instruction-level. Instruction-level information is obtained by looking at the instructions or disassembly that make up an executable. My initial work focused on using a dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) tool. A DBI tool enables the study of instruction-level behavior while the malware is executing, which I show proves to be valuable in detecting malware. To expand on my work with dynamic instruction-level information, I integrated it with machine learning to increase the scalability and robustness of my detection tool. To further increase the scalability of the dynamic detection of malware, I created a two stage static-dynamic malware detection scheme aimed at achieving the accuracy of a fully-dynamic detection scheme without the high computational resources and time required. Lastly, I show the improvement of static analysis-based detection of malware by automatically generated machine learning features based on opcode sequences with the help of convolutional neural networks.
The first part of my research focused on obfuscated malware. Obfuscation is the process in which malware tries to hide itself from static analysis and trick disassemblers. I found that by using a DBI tool, I was able to not only detect obfuscation, but detect the differences in how it occurred in malware versus goodware. Through dynamic program-level analysis, I was able to detect specific obfuscations and use the varying methods in which it was used by programs to differentiate malware and goodware. I found that by using the mere presence of obfuscation as a method of detecting malware, I was able to detect previously undetected malware.

I then focused on using my knowledge of dynamic program-level features to build a highly accurate machine learning-based malware detection tool. Machine learning is useful in malware detection because it can process a large amount of data to determine meaningful relationships to distinguish malware from benign programs. Through the integration of machine learning, I was able to expand my obfuscation detection schemes to address a broader class of malware, which ultimately led to a malware detection tool that can detect 98.45% of malware with a 1% false positive rate.

Understanding the pitfalls of dynamic analysis of malware, I focused on creating a more efficient method of detecting malware. Malware detection comes in three methods: static analysis, dynamic analysis, and hybrids. Static analysis is fast and effective for detecting previously seen malware where as dynamic analysis can be more accurate and robust against zero-day or polymorphic malware, but at the cost of a high computational load. Most modern defenses today use a hybrid approach, which uses both static and dynamic analysis, but are subopti-
mal. I created a two-phase malware detection tool that approaches the accuracy of the dynamic-only system with only a small fraction of its computational cost, while maintaining a real-time malware detection timeliness similar to a static-only system, thus achieving the best of both approaches.

Lastly, my Ph.D. focused on reducing the need for manual feature generation by utilizing Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to automatically generate feature vectors from raw input data. My work shows that using a raw sequence of opcode sequences from static disassembly with a CNN model can automatically produce feature vectors that are useful for detecting malware. Because this process is automated, it presents as a scalable method of consistently producing useful features without human intervention or labor that can be used to detect malware.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Malicious software, better known as malware, is a problem in today’s growing cyber community. Malware has continued to grow at an increasingly rapid rate, which brings the need for advanced and innovative defenses to an all-time high. Symantec reported discovering more than 430 million unique pieces of malware in 2015 alone [1]. The sheer number of malware with their growing complexities make detecting them a difficult task. Malware has been a cornerstone for cyberthieves and attackers to steal money, compromise information and undermine the security of all people.

Malware is decidedly a hard problem to solve. In order to combat advanced malware today, security companies use a combination of static and dynamic techniques for extracting unique indicators of maliciousness (IOM) from malware. Static techniques refer to analyzing a program without execution whereas dynamic techniques involve executing the program. These techniques are used typically in complementary fashions to extract malicious indicators that can be employed to differentiate malware from benign programs.

However, both current static and dynamic analysis methods fail to defeat advanced, obfuscated malware. Obfuscation is a technique malware writers use to
thwart the extraction of IOM during analysis and evade static detection. Examples of obfuscation are self-modifying code, and dynamically generated code. Obfuscation is effective against both static and dynamic analysis because it can hide the true control flow paths of a program. A control flow path of a program is the sequence of instructions or actions executed by the program when it executes. Often times, obfuscation is performed at an instruction level and thus can be difficult to detect or reverse engineer by using static analysis methods or OS-level dynamic analysis methods alone.

In order to detect and defeat obfuscation, a more exact tool is needed. In the first part of my work, I used a dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) tool to analyze a program’s instructions in real-time during its execution. With an instruction-level view of the program, obfuscations can be detected and analyzed. Understanding that malware employs different methods of obfuscation as a method of defeating both static and OS-level dynamic analysis, I used the presence of obfuscation as a method of detecting malware.

During my work, however, I found that obfuscation is not unique to malware. Benign programs (goodware) also used obfuscations for a variety of reasons. For example, I found that self-modification of instruction operands occurs in goodware because goodware populates jump tables dynamically at run-time. Thus, simply using the presence of obfuscation in a program as a method of detecting malware generated a high number of false positives. Related work that studied dynamic obfuscation detection in the past made no attempts to distinguish between malicious and benign obfuscations. To improve upon existing work, I had to create a set
of discriminating features that distinguished malicious obfuscations from benign ones. From literature, I implemented six different types of obfuscations, three with discriminating features, to prove that using the presence of malicious obfuscation is a viable method of detecting malware.

The first part of my work, detailed in Section 2, focuses on detecting obfuscations only in malware and describes in detail each detection technique. The work is culminated in a tool called DynODet. The section details DynODet’s results when tested on a set of over 100K malware and over 6K goodware. It proves two key points. First, it shows that using the discriminating features for detecting malicious obfuscations is invaluable in maintaining a low false positive rate, making the tool deployable. Second, it shows that by analyzing these program-level behaviors, it was able to detect 25% of the malware that five prominent antivirus tools missed. This shows that particularly hard to detect malware may be employing advanced program-level obfuscations, which DynODet is capable of detecting.

Although DynODet showed promise in detecting previously undetected malware with obfuscation, it had two limitations. First, the discriminating features used to distinguish malicious obfuscations from benign ones was manually determined by analyzing the dynamic results of both malware and goodware. This is not a scalable method of discovering which obfuscations are specific to malware. Furthermore, manual analysis inhibits the usefulness of program-level behavior such as the frequency of specific opcodes because features such as these are less intuitive for humans to understand why they would occur more in malware versus goodware. Second, only 33% of the malware tested previously had one or more of the mali-
cious types of obfuscations studied. DynODet alone is not good enough to generally
detect all types of malware.

To improve upon DynODet, I did two things. First, I integrated machine
learning to produce a more scalable and accurate tool. This allowed me to enhance
and expand my dynamic program-level feature set to include more obfuscations,
more targeted behaviors, and general program-level behavior. Because I was no
longer using ad-hoc discriminating features to identify obfuscations specific to mal-
ware, I was able to expand my dynamic program-level feature set to include more
behaviors, which led to more detections.

This work specifically targeted two deficiencies I saw in modern dynamic
analysis-based detection schemes. First, dynamic analysis is usually only run once
per sample, which means dynamic analysis is based on the behaviors of a single
execution path, which is often an underapproximation of a sample’s total possible
behaviors. This problem is exacerbated because current dynamic technologies that
detect malware only focus on detecting how a program interacts with the OS as a
method of monitoring behavior. This means they detect OS-level behavior, such
as system calls or Windows library calls made by a program during its execution,
and derive their IOCs based on the sequence of OS calls seen at run-time. I call
these external behaviors. These external behaviors dismiss internal behavior, behav-
ior that occurs in the program without the interacting with the OS, which I have
shown is valuable in enhancing a tool’s ability to reliably and robustly detect mal-
ware. Additionally, existing tools solely rely on OS calls or sequences of OS calls to
determine malicious behavior. Existing dynamic analysis is adversely affected when
these specific malicious sequences of OS calls are not present in the single instance of behavior analysis. Second, dynamic analysis has been heralded to defeat obfuscation and packing because executing the program can reveal the OS calls made by the program. However, current tools cannot actually detect the methods of obfuscation or unpacking. They simply bypass the malware’s defenses to try to uncover the OS calls made by the program. They miss the methods of how the malware hid their code and thus sacrifice a potential way of further differentiating malware from goodware.

I formally introduce Dynamic Program-level (DPL) information in Section 3. It covers how I use a DBI tool to detect more DPL information that proves to be both valuable and orthogonal to existing dynamic analysis information. To showcase the work, I built a malware detection tool that utilizes machine learning with a comprehensive feature set including my novel DPL features. To prove that DPL features are capable of improving existing dynamic analysis technologies, I detected two classes of DPL information: potentially evasive and general program execution. I define DPL potentially evasive actions as any dynamic program-level behavior that a program, malicious or benign, uses to hide the true code that is executed. I also detect three classes of general DPL information, which I define to be features that, although collected at an instruction-level, can quantify a program’s dynamic execution characteristics.

My work shows that DPL features complement dynamic OS-level features in the following ways. First, it is gathered from monitoring the instruction sequences executed within the program. The use of DPL analysis gives access to wealth of
information that has not been used in previous literature for the purpose of malware
detection. I show and explain in my work how DPL information is orthogonal
and distinct from OS-level features. Second, examining DPL information enhances
dynamic analysis’s ability to correctly detect malware when the monitoring of OS-
level calls produces little to no behavioral signatures. DPL features can be more
fundamental to the nature of the program and my work shows that the information
obtained, when combined with machine learning, can provably increase the detection
rate of a OS-based tool.

After focusing on the dynamic analysis and detection of malware, I saw that
existing detection architectures were not optimal in terms of performance and ef-
ficiency. Most modern malware defense systems rely on hybrid approaches, which
combine both static and dynamic analysis in order to defend against malware. How-
ever, I found from a literature review that the way in which static and dynamic
analysis have been combined is suboptimal. Most hybrid approaches work one of
two ways. The first is a system which performs both static and dynamic analysis
on all incoming traffic to obtain static and dynamic information in order to maxi-
mize a system’s accuracy. The problem with this method is that although both sets
of static and dynamic information are obtained, the computational and timeliness
costs are prohibitively high because all programs are dynamically analyzed. The
other primary hybrid approach is using a static analysis-based tool to detect any
incoming threats. The detected threats, based on static analysis alone, are sent
to a Security Operations Center (SOC) to be analyzed further by other methods
such as dynamic analysis. This method is problematic because it relies solely on
the capability of static analysis to detect threats. Any active system maintains an extremely low false positive rate (to remain usable in the real world) by sacrificing its detection rate. Thus by only relying on static analysis, the malware detection system is incapable of defending robustly against all types of threats.

In Section 4, I present a new hybrid malware detection configuration that runs at the network entry point to an enterprise that strategically leverages the strengths of both static and dynamic analysis while minimizing their weaknesses.

I propose a detection system that contains a two-step process. First, a tool which I call a static-hybrid tool analyzes all incoming programs statically and categorizes them into one of three buckets: very benign, very malicious, and needs further analysis. It is thus named to distinguish it from usual static tools, which categorize incoming programs into only two buckets: malicious or benign. The very benign bucket contains programs that the static-hybrid is highly confident are benign. This bucket contains near zero false negatives (i.e., missed malware). The very malicious bucket contains programs that the static-hybrid tool is highly confident are malicious. This bucket contains near zero false positives (i.e., benign programs falsely detected as malware). The needs further analysis bucket contains programs the static-hybrid tool is unable to make a strong determination on and thus is passed to the dynamic analysis tool, which is the second step of the process.

The programs located in each bucket provide unique improvements to existing IDSs. The programs in the benign bucket can directly bypass the dynamic analysis portion of my tool, reducing the computational resources needed for dynamic analysis. The programs in the malicious bucket can be blocked immediately, improving
timeliness and reducing the need to conduct damage control after a program is identified as malicious in a passive IDS. The programs in the needs further analysis bucket are the only programs passed to the dynamic analysis tool. These programs, as my results will show, have a lower chance of being categorized correctly by a static analysis tool compared to a dynamic analysis tool. Thus by utilizing dynamic analysis on this subset of programs only, my tool’s overall accuracy is higher than a strictly static IDS. In addition, because only the programs located in the very malicious bucket are immediately blocked, my static-hybrid tool is able to operate at a much lower false positive rate than a comparably built static-only tool, as my results will show.

In the process of building a static analysis-based malware detection tool, I found a few areas that despite the advancements in static analysis-based machine learning malware detection techniques still needed work. The first is the effort required to generate features that are useful for machine learning. Feature generation is vital in producing a highly accurate machine learning malware detection tool. This in some ways limits machine learning’s capabilities to detect malware and goodware. Manual feature generation is a time-consuming process that still requires domain expertise and analysis to build effective features. Additionally, new features may have to be continually developed to deal with new malware. The second issue relates to the prominence of using features such as N-grams or other strictly presence-absence features that can cause overfitting resulting in less generalizable results [2]. Malware detection has largely moved away from traditional hash-based signatures, but using features such as N-gram combinations of Windows APIs can
be seen as a similar variant to hash-based signatures. They are only more effective because of the computing power of machine learning. More advances have to be made in order to reduce the time and knowledge necessary to create quality features and help improve a malware detection tool’s ability to generalize and detect new malware.

To address the issues outlined above, I propose the use of static program disassembly and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in order to automatically generate machine learning features that are effective at differentiating between goodware and malware. I apply Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods to the static disassembly of both malware and goodware with the hypothesis that the opcode sequences found in programs can be treated as sentences would be in natural language processing. With the use of CNNs, I show that my tool is able to automatically generate features that embed raw opcode sequences without any manual intervention, and improve the accuracy of a tool based on existing static analysis features.

My work with CNNs and opcode sequences is distinct from related work because it strategically balances human knowledge of a Windows PE32 executable, knowing that opcode sequences are fundamental to the function and behavior of a program, with the power of automation of CNNs. The approaches found in the limited previous work that has looked at CNNs for the purpose of malware detection were suboptimal in this regard. Work such as [3] chose to train their CNN model on the first 2 million bytes of the input program as the input sequence, not taking into regard any understanding of inherit program structure. Although they produced reasonable accuracies, their model took over 1 month to train whereas our model
took hours with similar accuracies. Other works such as [4] relied too heavily on
domain expertise on malware to produce an input sequence that proved to be useful,
but required heavy manual analysis and development. My approach balances both
understanding of program structure while minimizing the need for domain expertise.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the first part
of my work into obfuscation detection. Section 3 covers the integration of machine
learning and the expansion of my obfuscation detection, which results in a general
malware detection tool. Section 4 focuses on improving the deficiencies of modern
malware defense architectures. Section 5 looks into my work related to automatic
feature generation based on opcode sequences.
Chapter 2: Detecting Dynamic Obfuscation in Malware

2.1 Introduction

Malware writers have used a technique called obfuscation [5] to thwart extraction of such indicators of maliciousness (IOM) from malware and evade static detection [6]. Examples of obfuscation techniques are self-modifying code, and dynamic code generation. Although dynamic analysis tools have detected most types of obfuscation, obfuscation successfully thwarts static techniques such as [7] when analyzing malware. Obfuscated malware is a heavily studied subset within the field of malware [8]. The tools mentioned here [9–17] are capable of detecting and, in some cases, reversing obfuscation in malware. However, such tools are largely forensic tools and cannot be used for automatically distinguishing malware from benign programs because their schemes would detect obfuscation in both.

In this section, I study obfuscations present in programs with a goal of automatically distinguishing malware and benign programs. First, I present my study of the presence of six different obfuscation types in 6,192 benign applications. This study is the first that looks at which obfuscations (or code patterns that appear indistinguishable from obfuscation) are present in benign programs. Next, obfuscation is classified in two ways – allowed obfuscations (present in benign applications) vs.
disallowed obfuscations (usually only in malware). Through the study, I find that three of the six obfuscations I analyze are regularly present in benign applications. For these three, I create a set of discriminative features that reduce false positives. The remaining three obfuscation types are found to be largely restricted to malware. With my set of six obfuscations with discriminative features, I produce a malware detection technique, which is able to detect malware with high confidence. This includes the ability to detect previously missed malware using the presence of disallowed obfuscations as an IOM.

I present DynODet, a dynamic obfuscation detection tool built as an Intel Pin DLL [18] that detects binary-level obfuscations, and uses discriminative features to filter out benign application behaviors. When configured with discriminators, DynODet is not a general obfuscation detection tool and is not meant to generically detect obfuscation in all programs. Rather, DynODet is the first tool of its kind that can detect advanced malware, and hence is meant to be used in addition to existing detection tools. DynODet is meant for use in a sandbox [19], such as those in widely used sandbox based malware detectors. Enhancing the sandbox with DynODet increases malware detection without significantly increasing false positives. I present the following contributions:

- A unique study into the prevalence of obfuscations in benign applications
- Methods, implemented in my tool DynODet, to classify obfuscation types into two types - allowed obfuscations that are prevalent in benign programs and disallowed obfuscations that are present in malware
- Results showing that 33% of malware in a set of 100,208 have at least one of
the six disallowed obfuscations DynODet detects

- Results showing a false positive rate of below 2.5% in a test of 6,192 real world benign applications
- Results showing a decrease of 24.5% in malware missed by five market-leading AV tools by using DynODet’s disallowed obfuscations

The section is structured as follows: Section 2.2 discusses the theoretical idea behind detecting obfuscation in malware. Sections 2.3 through 2.8 give an in-depth explanation of each of the six obfuscation types, including related work. Section 2.9 discusses DynODet’s capabilities. Section 2.10 discusses current findings.

2.2 Detecting Dynamic Obfuscation

Obfuscation is defined as the deliberate attempt of programs to mislead a static analysis tool. Obfuscation works by thwarting or misleading static disassembly that is used in static analysis tools to understand the instruction-level structure of the program. Obfuscation has become a widespread tool in malware given its ability to defeat static analysis [6]. DynODet leverages the strength of dynamic analysis in order to improve static analysis efforts against obfuscated programs.

Although static analysis has been shown to be ineffective against obfuscation, it is still useful in determining a program’s expected path. Using just-in-time recursive-traversal disassembly is advantageous because it allows DynODet to produce a limited expected path of the program prior to its execution. Then during execution, for some of the obfuscations, DynODet can compare the expected path to
the actual path to detect if any obfuscation is present. DynODet implements just-in-time disassembly at run-time, which is the process of performing disassembly recursively during execution. It uses this in order to disassemble portions of the program just before they are executed in groups of code called frontiers. A frontier is the set of instructions reachable from the current instruction using direct control-transfer instructions (CTIs) only\(^1\). Hence frontiers terminate at a set of indirect CTIs. Frontiers are disassembled when execution reaches the current instruction at its beginning. Because indirect branch targets cannot be always determined until just before the instruction executes, just-in-time disassembly stops at all indirect branches. When an indirect branch target at the end of a frontier becomes known because the execution reaches that point, DynODet then restarts recursive traversal disassembly at its target.

DynODet chose to detect the following six obfuscations because these were among the obfuscations studied in academic papers, as shown through the related work sections below, and were discovered through my program-analysis of malware. The six chosen obfuscations are not an exhaustive list, but do show the potential of using the presence of obfuscations as IOMs. Also, by detecting these obfuscations, DynODet limits the ability of malware to escape static analysis.

\(^1\)A CTI is called direct where the CTI's target is a constant; otherwise it is called indirect.
2.3 Self-Modification

2.3.1 Definition

Self-modifying code is when a program overwrites existing instructions with new instructions at run time. Self-modification defeats static analysis by producing instructions at run time that were not present during static analysis.

Malware can implement this behavior by first changing the write permission on a region of existing code. Then the malware can overwrite the existing instructions with new instructions as seen in the example in figure 2.1. The malware can then re-execute the same region with the new instructions in place.

2.3.2 Presence in Benign Applications

When detecting self-modification by comparing an initial snapshot of a program with a current one after some execution time, I found that self-modification occurs in benign applications, in part because of dynamic address relocation. Dynamic address relocation is the process of updating a program with the runtime addresses for functions that exist in other DLLs or binary images. Static linking does not cause self-modification. In order to perform this relocation, the operating...
system loader overwrites instruction operands that are dependent on the addresses of other DLL functions because the addresses is unknown statically. By naively implementing self-modification detection, this dynamic address relocation behavior would be flagged. DynODet uses the comparison of two snapshots of the program’s code from different points of execution as its overall detection scheme, but also incorporates two discriminating features to distinguish malware from benign programs.

2.3.3 Detection Scheme

First, DynODet detects self-modification by comparing only the opcodes of instructions rather than the instructions along with their operands. I found that the dynamic linking process described above only modifies operands, whereas malware may modify both the operands and opcodes. Detecting only opcode modification reduces the detection of self-modification in benign programs while still detecting it in malware. By not being able to change the opcodes, malware is limited in its ability to perform malicious actions.

Second, DynODet does not flag a dynamic optimization found in a small percentage of benign programs as malicious. The dynamic optimization allows programs to overwrite the first instruction of a function with a JMP instruction. At run-time, a program may decide that it can reduce the runtime of the program by simply jumping to some other location every time this particular function is called [20]. A program can also overwrite a JMP instruction in order to enable a function to execute based on a runtime decision. Thus, DynODet allows a sin-
gle instruction per frontier of code to be replaced by a JMP instruction or have a
JMP instruction replaced without it being considered malicious. DynODet’s goal is
not to generally detect self-modification, but to only distinguish self-modification in
malware vs. benign applications.

DynODet does not detect self-modification in any dynamically allocated mem-
ory outside of the program’s main image because it found this behavior in both
benign applications and malware without a clear discriminating feature. Dur-
ing the course of execution, a program in Windows can allocate memory with
read/write/execute permissions, which allows a program to use the region as a code
cache where it can write code, execute it, and repeat. Benign interpreter programs
will do this as confirmed in section 2.10.2.3.

At first, it may seem like malware can simply mimic benign programs in or-
der to evade detection. However, it has been shown in studies such as [21] that
static analysis of opcode sequences can be used to detect malware. Thus, malware
can either only modify its instructions’ operands and be detected by their opcode
sequences, or it can overwrite its instructions and be caught by DynODet.

2.3.4 Related Work

Previous work, as explained below, detecting self-modification has largely fo-
cused on detecting it in a forensic setting, rather than using it as an IOM. Previous
schemes would not be a viable detection tool because their methods of detecting
self-modification would also detect it in benign applications.
PolyUnpack [22] detects self-modification by performing static analysis on a program, then comparing the dynamically executed instructions to those in the static disassembly. If they do not match, then PolyUnpack outputs the code. Mmm-Bop [23] is a dynamic binary instrumentation scheme that uses a code cache to help unpack a program and determine the original entry point. It detects self-modification by checking the write target of every write instruction to determine if the program wrote to a code cached instruction. However, both of these tools do not use the detection of self-modification as a method of catching malware, since their goals were malware understanding, not malware detection.

The following works [24–26] also detect self-modifying code, but do not propose their techniques as a method of detecting malware. [24, 26] in particular did not build their tools with the intention to use it on malware. [25] is a forensic tool and not meant for live detection. Work from the University of Virginia [27] provides a way, such as using a dynamically generated check-sum, to protect binaries against self-modification to preserve software integrity, but do not use the presence of self-modification as an IOM.

2.4 Section Mislabel Obfuscation

2.4.1 Definition

Section mislabel obfuscation is the process of dynamically changing the permissions of a section within the binary to execute a non-code region. By marking some sections of its binary as a non-code section, a static analyzer may not analyze
As an example of section mislabel obfuscation, figure 2.2 shows a malware that first changes the permissions on a data section to executable, then it executes from the data region. This type of obfuscation allows malware to avoid statically marking sections of code in their binary, which can help evade static detection. It also allows the malware to possibly make changes to the non-code regions prior to changing the permissions on the section to further its obfuscation.

Self-modification, explained in section 2.3, can include the changing of permissions on a memory region. However, section mislabel obfuscation is distinct because it tracks when a malware intentionally mislabels a section or sections of a binary as a non-code region, only to later modify the permissions to execute the section. Self-modification, per my definition, only occurs in code sections.
2.4.2 Presence in Benign Applications

From my study of benign applications, section mislabel obfuscation does not occur in most benign programs. This is most likely due to the use of standard compilers when compiling benign applications. Thus, DynODet does not employ a discriminating feature for this obfuscation.

2.4.3 Detection scheme

DynODet detects section mislabel obfuscation by using Pin’s API to determine a program’s sections when first loaded into memory. Each binary has several sections such as code, and data. DynODet stores which address ranges are marked as code regions and which are not. It then monitors the execution of the program and if the PC lies within a non-code region then section mislabel obfuscation has occurred. DynODet does not detect the actual request of the program to change the permissions on its section, but is still able to determine if such an event did occur by watching the execution of the program.

Because DynODet does not employ a specific discriminating feature in order to detect this obfuscation, there is no way for malware to hide this obfuscation.

2.4.4 Related Work

I am not aware of any tool that explicitly detects section mislabel obfuscation in the manner that DynODet does, but there are existing schemes that try to prevent the execution of non-code sections.
Windows and other OSs have implemented a protection called data execution prevention (DEP) [28]. DEP prevents programs from executing code from non-executable memory regions such as data sections. Although it seems DEP employs a similar goal to my method, the goals are not identical – DEP is primarily meant to prevent hijacking of control of critical Windows system files using data execution, for example in a stack smashing attack. DynODet aims to detect malware payload files. Consequent to its goals, most DEP implementations do not prevent adding execute permissions to segments. DynODet will detect such permission changes. Another drawback of DEP with regard to DynODet’s goals is that with DEP, if a piece of malware on an end point performs some malicious actions prior to attempting to execute data, then those prior will be allowed. In contrast, DynODet is meant to be an integral part of a sandbox mechanism, which means detection of section mislabeling will imply that the malware will be prevented from reaching the end point in its entirety.

2.5 Dynamically Generated Code

2.5.1 Definition

Dynamically generated code is the process of creating code in a dynamically allocated memory region. Malware dynamically generates code because it wants to hides its malicious instructions from static analysis. As in figure 2.3, malware can first allocate a new region of memory with read/write/execute permissions. It can then copy over instructions to the new memory region and then execute
it. To add a level of obfuscation, malware could also decrypt a data section that holds malicious instructions prior to copying over the instructions. Static analysis is defeated here because it cannot reliably decrypt the data section to reveal the instructions in addition to its inability to know with high confidence that the data section is encrypted.

Dynamically generated code differs from self-modification because dynamically generated code is the action of allocating new memory, copying code to it, then executing that region. Self-modification refers to overwriting existing instructions (i.e. instructions that have already executed) with new instructions and then executing the new instructions.

### 2.5.2 Presence in Benign Applications

In my experiments, I found that benign applications also dynamically generate code for a variety of reasons. For example, I found that some benign programs generate jump tables that can only be built after the linking of other DLLs at runtime because the addresses of DLL functions are not known statically. Benign applications may also copy a function to a new region of memory to create a wrapper.
function. In the cases where a benign program dynamically generates code, I found that the code that is copied to new memory is in an existing code section of the binary image loaded at run time. This is because the dynamically generated code that is copied to new memory is often generated by a compiler, which naturally places code in a code section. Understanding that dynamically generated code occurs in benign applications, discriminating features are needed in order to eliminate false positives.

2.5.3 Detection Scheme

DynODet detects dynamically generated code in a three-step manner. First it hooks into Windows systems calls that are related to the allocation and changing of permissions of memory. DynODet begins to track any region that is marked as executable and is not a part of any loaded binary image. Second, it instruments any write instructions to tracked memory regions from the program so that right before it executes, DynODet can determine if such a memory region is written to. If such a write occurs, DynODet checks to see if the source address of the write instruction is from one of the program’s non-code regions. If so, DynODet watches for the newly copied code to execute at which point DynODet detects dynamically generated code.

With DynODet’s unique method of detecting dynamically generated code, malware cannot simply try to mimic the behavior of benign applications in order to evade detection. If the malware tried to specifically evade DynODet’s detection, it
would only be allowed to copy code into the newly allocated region of memory from statically-declared code sections. If the code is copied from a code section, then the code is discoverable statically and thus defeats the purpose of dynamic code generation. In regards to self-modification in external memory regions, if the code that is replacing existing code is from a data section inside of the main image of the binary, then DynODet will detect it. If the code is from a code section, then static analysis can discover it.

Just-in-time (JIT) compilation and interpretation of code are two types of programs that are closely tied to dynamically generated code. JIT compilation and interpretation of code are present in platforms that take an input of data or bytecode and translate it into machine code. Unfortunately, interpretation of code is a powerful tool that malware can misuse. For example, malware can use tools such as Themida and VMProtect to obfuscate attacks [16]. Further research is needed to mitigate this risk. The current implementation of my detection scheme for dynamically generated code with discriminating features does not flag interpretation or JIT compilation as malicious. However, one potential solution to this problem is to whitelist benign interpreter and JIT-platform programs, which is feasible given their small number and well-known nature- this has the added benefit of preventing the malicious use of interpreters unknown to the user.
2.5.4 Related Work

As noted above, detecting and tracking dynamically generated code is a solved problem. However, none of the following tools are able to use their detection of dynamically generated code to catch malware.

OllyBonE [15], a plug-in to OllyDbg [29] is a kernel driver which reports when pages are written to then executed. However, OllyBonE was only tested on common packer code and not on benign applications. OmniUnpack [30] is a similar tool that tracks memory page writes and then analyzes the contents when a dangerous system call is made. When such a call is made another malware analysis tool is invoked to analyze the written pages. ReconBin [31] also analyzes dynamically generated code. Renovo [32] attempts to extract hidden code from packed executables by watching all memory writes, and determining if any instructions executed are generated. It does not check the source of the writes and was not tested on benign applications. None of these tools use the presence of dynamically generated code as an IOM, since, lacking my discriminant, they would have found such code in several benign applications as well. These tools are also limited in their malware analysis only to dynamically generated code.
2.6 Unconditional To Conditional Branch Obfuscation

2.6.1 Definition

Unconditional to conditional branch obfuscation is the process of converting an unconditional branch to a conditional branch by the use of an opaque predicate [33]. An opaque predicate is an expression that always evaluates to true or false and thus can be used in a conditional branch to always transfer control one way. This obfuscation can be used to thwart static analysis by adding more control-paths that static analysis has to analyze.

For example, in figure 2.4, malware can take an unconditional branch and convert into a conditional branch. The malware can set the R1 and R2 registers such that they are never equal thus always jumping to the target address of 0x10A. Now the malware can insert junk code or invalid opcodes at the always not-taken direction of the conditional branch in order to confuse the static disassembler.

This type of obfuscation is generally defeated by any dynamic analysis tool by watching the actual execution of the program, and seeing which paths were taken and never taken. However, merely having one outcome of a conditional branch never execute is not indicative of the presence of this obfuscation, since benign program
may have branches outcomes which never happen (for example error checks that never trigger in a particular run). In order to detect this obfuscation specifically, some additional analysis has to be done.

2.6.2 Presence in Benign Applications

Although benign programs rarely use this obfuscation, having one side of a branch in a benign program never execute is common. Thus, I need a discriminating feature to distinguish this behavior in malware vs. benign applications.

2.6.3 Detection Scheme

To distinguish malware from benign applications, DynODet uses the observation that if malware uses this obfuscation, then the untaken path is likely not code, and can be detected as such by just-in-time disassembly. DynODet disassembles both the target and fall through address of each conditional branch until an indirect branch is reached. If either control flow path contains an invalid instruction prior to reaching an indirect branch, this obfuscation is detected. DynODet stops inspecting the control flow paths at indirect branches because the targets of indirect branches are unknown statically.

This is as far as DynODet is able to detect unconditional to conditional branch obfuscation because it is hard to determine whether code is doing useful work or not. However, it does eliminate the malware’s ability to place junk code at either the target or fallthrough address of a conditional branch, which can thwart some
static disassemblers.

2.6.4 Related Work

DynODet is not aware of any work that explicitly detects this obfuscation. In most dynamic analysis tools, this obfuscation is partially detected as a by-product, but is not documented as being used to distinguish malware from benign programs.

2.7 Exception-Based Obfuscation

2.7.1 Definition

Exception-based obfuscation is the process of registering an exception handler with the OS then causing an exception intentionally. Static analyzers fail to see this because exceptions can occur in programs in ways that are not statically deducible. For example, a divide instruction, which usually take registers as operands, can have the divisor equal to zero. It is very difficult for static analysis tools to reliably confirm that the divisor register will be set to zero.

An example is shown in figure 2.5. The malware first registers an exception handler that jumps to harmful code. Then, the malware causes an intentional
exception such as division by zero. In figure 2.5, R6 would be equal to zero. The registered exception handler will then execute and the program will jump to the harmful code. This instruction execution sequence would not have been predicted or analyzed by static analyzers due to the dynamic nature of exceptions.

2.7.2 Presence in Benign Applications

Exception-based obfuscation has been studied in the past as the related work section below shows, but I am not aware of any work that uses this as an IOM for malware. Unsurprisingly, handled exceptions do occur inside of benign applications. Legitimate exception handlers may execute because of an invalid input from the user or bad input from a file. Because of this, simply classifying any exception handler execution as exception-based obfuscation is not a viable detection technique.

2.7.3 Detection Scheme

Benign applications do not intentionally cause exceptions, such as divide by zero, in their programs because these would cause a system error. Malware, however, to ensure that its malicious exception handler executes, will cause an intentional exception. Using this, DynODet incorporates the following discriminating features to catch exception-based obfuscation in malware.

DynODet detects exception-based obfuscation by monitoring exception handler registration followed by an exception occurring. During execution, DynODet monitors two methods of registering an exception handler. One is the standard
Windows API \textit{SetUnhandledExceptionFilter}. The other method is directly writing to the thread information block (TIB). In order to detect this method, DynODet watches all writes to the TIB and detects any changes to the current exception handler. Once an exception handler is registered, DynODet instruments the beginning of it and is notified when it runs. Next, DynODet strengthens the probability of detecting a malicious exception by catching an \textit{unexpected control flow exception}. DynODet defines an unexpected control flow exception as when the control-flow of the program does not follow the expected path. In order to detect an unexpected control flow exception, DynODet instruments every Pin basic block and keeps track of the first and last instruction addresses. Prior to the dynamic execution of each basic block, DynODet checks if the entire prior basic block executed. A basic block is a sequence of instructions that should execute from top to the bottom, unless an exception occurred. If DynODet determines that a previous basic block did not execute in its entirety, it turns an internal flag on. If the next basic block executed is in a registered exception handler and the internal flag is on, exception-based obfuscation has occurred. The internal flag is used because DynODet is only concerned with exceptions that occur within the application because malware, when employing this obfuscation, triggers the exception in its code to ensure that the exception will occur.

This type of obfuscation is rare, as will be seen in the results below. The point of this obfuscation is to hide a malware’s true path of execution from a static analysis tool. If malware chose to implement exception-based obfuscation in a manner that deliberately evades DynODet’s detection scheme, such as by using an explicit
interrupt instruction, the interrupt could be discovered through static analysis, thus making the obfuscation less useful. DynODet’s detection scheme allows it to broadly detect most exception-based obfuscation scenarios such as divide by zero or writes to address zero.

2.7.4 Related Work

There have been a few works that looked at how exception-based obfuscation may be present in malware, but none have created a general solution and used it as an IOM. Prakash [34] introduced an x86 emulator that attempts to detect exception-based obfuscation in attempts to generically unpack malware. The emulator only detects common exception-based obfuscations, such as using the x86 interrupt instruction or a divide by zero, to ensure that the emulator continues running. It does not use exception-based obfuscation as a detection mechanism and did not study it in benign programs. Work from the University of Arizona [35] proposes using exception handlers as a method of obfuscation, but does not propose or deliver a mechanism of detecting it.

2.8 Overlapping Code Sequences

2.8.1 Definition

Overlapping code sequences occur when jumping into the middle of an existing instruction. This method allows malware to hide instructions within other instructions, which can trick static disassemblers. In the complex instruction set
computing (CISC) x86 architecture, instructions have variable length so the same range of addresses can have several different instruction sequences.

![Figure 2.6: Example of Overlapping Code Sequences](image)

As shown in figure 2.6, to implement this behavior, a malware can use an instruction with an immediate value that is an encoding of an instruction. A static disassembler will not be able to see the hidden instruction because it is not located at a natural instruction address and could miss malicious behavior. A push instruction is represented in the immediate value of a MOV instruction as a proof-of-concept in figure 2.6.

2.8.2 Presence in Benign Applications

During benign testing, DynODet found a very small number of benign programs with this behavior. To the best of my knowledge, there are no high-level construct that would produce this behavior when compiled by a standard compiler. Thus, no discriminating feature is needed to use this as an IOM.

2.8.3 Detection Scheme

During disassembly, DynODet checks if the current PC is in the middle of an existing instruction in the disassembly map produced by recursive traversal. If it
is, DynODet checks if all bytes of the current instruction match the original code. If they do not match, self-modification has occurred. If they do, overlapping code sequences are present.

2.8.4 Related Work

Work at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette [36] implements segmentation to produce a collection of potentially overlapping segments, where each segment defines a unique sequence of instructions. Their tool attempts to uncover all potential sequences of instructions. Their tool does not provide much insight into which sequence of instructions actually ran, and provides superfluous instructions that may never be executed dynamically. Their scheme also does not try to detect overlapping code sequences as an IOM.

2.9 DynODet Capabilities and Limitations

2.9.1 Capabilities

2.9.1.1 Multithreaded Applications

DynODet can handle multithreaded applications so long as the underlying dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) tool it uses (such as Pin) handles multi-threading. Pin assigns each created thread a thread ID that is used to distinguish which thread is executing and being instrumented. DynODet analyzes each thread’s dynamic execution separately, and combines all detections found in all threads.
2.9.1.2 Spawned Child Processes

DynODet is able to handle programs that spawn other processes. This is a common behavior for many programs so DynODet is injected by Pin into each child process and each process gets its own unique analysis, but ultimately gets grouped into the parent process’s analysis.

2.9.2 Limitations and Assumptions

Malware detection is a constant arms race between the malware writers and cybersecurity companies. As with any new scheme, malware can specifically target to defeat my scheme and bypass my detections. However, my detection schemes do make it considerably more difficult for malware to bypass both conventional static detection and my tool’s detections. I address these limitations at the end of this section.

2.10 Results

2.10.1 Test Set up

My tool is currently built as an Intel Pin [18] dynamically linked library (DLL). Pin is a DBI tool that provides all of the necessary capabilities described above. Although the current implementation of DynODet is tied to Pin, my detection mechanisms are universal and can be implemented using other dynamic binary rewriters. As a Pin DLL, DynODet gets injected into the program being monitored in a sand-
box environment. After the program is finished running or killed by my timeout, the results are collected and sent back to the host computer.

The Cuckoo Sandbox [37] is a popular malware analysis environment that provides an infrastructure for dynamic malware testing. I perform all of my malware testing in duplicated Cuckoo sandboxes, one sandbox per malware, which are reverted to a clean environment prior to each execution. I give my Cuckoo Sandbox process 32 KVM [38] instances, which are running Windows 7 with 1GB of RAM each. I also set up INetSim [39] in order to give the KVM machines a fake Internet connection to trick malware into thinking it has access to Internet. INetSim is used here to get better code coverage in malware. DynODet has an internal timeout of one minute per malware.

2.10.2 Benign Applications

I performed benign application testing for 6,192 Windows programs. In order to ensure that my testing was comprehensive, I tested two sets of benign programs. First were 119 programs that had to be installed prior to executing (referred to as the installed benign set). Second was a set of 6,073 benign programs from a list produced by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [40].

For the installed benign set, some of the installed programs tested were Adobe Acrobat, Mozilla Firefox, QuickTime Player, Notepad++, Google Chrome, WinSep, Open Office, 7zip, and Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The other installed programs were a mix of media players, music players, text editors, IDEs, mail clients, digital
recorders, and standard system tools. When testing these installed benign applications, there was no easy method of interaction automation because these programs require a complex level of input. A generic interaction script cannot be created to robustly test all of the benign applications. In my best attempt, I modified human.py, Cuckoo’s python script that is responsible for simulating human interaction, to click in a grid pattern, left to right, top to bottom, in fixed intervals across the window of the benign application in order to click as many buttons as possible. Human.py also input random text in order to give input into text fields of applications. Although this was a simple method of interaction, the purpose of this was to increase code coverage in each application.

For the second part of my dataset, I obtained a list of Windows executables from the National Software Reference Library (NSRL) produced by NIST. The NSRL set contains millions of hashes of benign software. From the initial list, I extracted the unique hashes of Windows 7 compatible executables and queried Virus Total in order to download the binaries. This resulted in 6,073 benign applications that I was able to test. The NSRL Set is largely considered to be a set of known benign software as noted in [41, 42]. However, there is a small subset of known hacker tools and other unknown software that are considered to be malicious [43]. For testing purposes, I removed these programs to ensure that my benign dataset was truly benign in order to evaluate my tool properly. Ground truth is important, thus I felt that the preceding precautions were justified. Additionally, due to the sheer number of samples, it was not feasible to test and install each by hand. The ability to thoroughly test benign applications that arrive as standalone executables
is outside of the scope of DynODet.

2.10.2.1 NSRL Set

The results for the 6,073 programs from the NSRL set are listed below in table 2.1. In table 2.1, the second column shows the obfuscation types that were detected in benign applications when no discriminating features were implemented. Without discriminating features, 8.35% of benign programs tested contain at least one type of obfuscation. The third column shows the obfuscations present with discriminating features. With discriminating features, the false positive rate is reduced by nearly 70% for programs with one or more obfuscations to 2.45% and 75% for programs with two or more obfuscations to .13%. As with any detection tool, the false positive rate is important and using these obfuscation types without discriminating features as IOM of malware is not viable.

The 149 programs falsely flagged, from manual inspection, seem to have no single attribute that explain their false detection. Using PeID, a popular packer identifier, I was able to determine that 58 of the 149 programs were packed with a variety of packers and compressors. My conjecture is that these programs are very uncommon and do not follow standard compilation tools as supported by my testing results. These programs, rather than intentionally implementing unallowed obfuscations, are most likely flagged due to some extreme corner cases that my current implementation does not allow.

The subset of programs tested from the NSRL set were obtained from Virus
Total. This leads me to believe that the programs tested in this dataset are more representative of the types of executables that would be tested in an intrusion detection system. Thus, the results here show the versatility of DynODet in that it can work for both large, installed programs as well as standalone executables such as those arriving at a network’s firewall.

2.10.2.2 Standard Installed Applications

The results for 117 out of the 119 applications are also listed in table 2.1. Only 117 were tested here because two of the programs, JVM and Python interpreter, cannot be run without input. These are tested and explained in the next sub-section. Out of the 117 benign applications tested, only one program had a false positive in any of my obfuscation detectors, namely a section mislabel obfuscation. The program with the false positive was a graphical viewer called `i_view.exe`. This false positive is caused by Pin’s inability to detect a code region along with the program’s possible use of a non-standard compiler that may have produced an irregular header. As shown in Table 2.1, none of the indicators outside of the one explained above, were detected in 117 benign applications. This shows that the modifications that were made in DynODet reduce false positives for three of the indicators to nearly 0%.
2.10.2.3 Interpreters and JIT-platform Programs

I also studied interpreter programs, which are programs take in data containing executable code. For example, Adobe Acrobat Reader (AR) takes in a PDF as input, which can contain executable code. *DynODet’s goal is not to detect malicious PDFs.* Rather, I aimed to find out whether DynODet detects behaviors such as dynamically generated code in the interpreter program.

Each interpreter program was tested with a small set of inputs. AR was tested with 12 PDFs that included scripts, such as a template form. The Python interpreter (PyInt) was tested with a set of nine python scripts that performed small tasks such as analyzing a directory for mp3s or printing the date and time. Firefox was tested with eight websites running javascript such as [www.cnn.com](http://www.cnn.com), [www.youtube.com](http://www.youtube.com), and [www.amazon.com](http://www.amazon.com). JVM was tested with 11 benchmarks out of Decapo Benchmarks, a Java open-source benchmark suite [44].

As table 2.2 shows, when my tool did not use discriminating features, it detected dynamically generated code in AR, Firefox and JVM. With my discriminating features incorporated, there were no detections. This proves that my discriminating features are valuable in not detecting obfuscation in benign applications.

As noted in section 2.3.2, I did not test for self-modification in dynamically allocated memory. I found that Firefox and JVM allocate memory outside of their main images to use as a code cache when executing chunks of interpreted code. As mentioned in section 2.5.3, there are other methods of detecting malicious interpreter and JIT-platform programs.
2.10.3 Malware

The malware samples were collected by my group from Virus Total, a database of malware maintained by Google. I tested in total of 100,208 malware selected randomly from 2011 to 2016. The malware test set used is a comprehensive set including viruses, backdoors, trojans, adware, info stealers, ransomware, spyware, downloaders, and bots. It is worth noting that Virus Total does contain some benign applications as well; hence I only tested samples that had at least three detections in their corresponding Virus Total report to filter out false positives.

As seen in Table 2.3, DynODet found examples of each obfuscation in malware. The table shows the number of detections in the 100,208 malware tested when discriminating features are used. With discriminating features enabled, 32.7% of malware are detected. *DynODet here is not claiming that the results below show the true number of malware that have these characteristics.* Rather, DynODet is showing the number of malware that can be detected despite having made modifications to some of the dynamic obfuscation detection schemes.

Although some of the detections such as overlapping code sequences and exception-based obfuscation were not that common in malware, it is still useful to include them as malware detectors for two reasons. The first is that these are rarely found in benign programs so adding to the list of distinguishable characteristics between malware and benign applications will always be useful. Second, an advantage of DynODet is that it uses all of these detections in combination in order to catch malware. Thus, although the detections of individual obfuscations may be
small, when combined, they can be substantial.

As seen in Table 2.3, DynODet found that 32.74% of malware tested had at least one disallowed obfuscation. When compared to benign programs, in which less than 2.5% had at least one indicator, there is a clear distinction between malware and benign programs. This allows DynODet to be employed as a detection tool, rather than just an analysis tool. If a use case of DynODet could not tolerate any false positives, then it can be altered to only classify programs with 2 obfuscations as malware, which still results in a 5.74% detection rate.

Another indication of the capability and novelty of DynODet is shown in Table 2.4. I analyzed the detections of the following five market-leading AV tools: Kaspersky, ClamAV, McAfee, Symantec, and Microsoft Security Essentials and gathered the subset of malware that were not detected by any of the tools. The set resulted in 12,833 malware. I was able to show that DynODet is able to detect 4,445 (34.63%) without discriminating features and 3,141 (24.48%) with discriminating features out of the previously missed malware. This also shows the efficacy in using obfuscation detection in order to detect malware that was previously hard to catch. The detection rate of each tool listed below was obtained through Virus Total’s reports for each malware.

2.10.4 Limitations with Evasion

As with any detection scheme, there are ways for malware to evade my tool specifically. I have listed below possible evasion techniques for three of the obfusca-
• Section mislabel obfuscation: In order to evade section mislabel detection, malware can mark all sections in their program executable so that regardless of which section it executes from, it will not be caught by my detection. However, this becomes problematic for the malware for two reasons. First, from my analysis of benign programs, I found that almost no program had all executable sections. If malware, in order to evade my detection scheme, started to mark all sections executable, this would be an easy sign for analysis tools to pick up on. Second, if malware marks all sections as code, every analysis tool will analyze all of its sections expecting code. This leads to two scenarios. Either the malware’s malicious code will be revealed, or in attempts to hide its code, the malware’s code sections will have high entropy due to encryption or no valid code at all, which is suspicious and will also be caught by detection schemes.

• Exception-based obfuscation: My tool currently detects all hardware exceptions that lead to the execution of a registered exception handler as a potentially malicious indicator. Although hardware exceptions can occur in benign programs, through my study, I found that the frequency of occurrences in benign programs differ from those in malware. As supported by my data, this occurs about three times more often in malware than in benign applications. Although this is not a great indicator, I conjecture that it might be useful in a machine-learning framework as one feature among many used to weigh the likelihood of a program being malicious.
• Unconditional to conditional obfuscation: Malware can evade this detection by putting legitimate code at every conditional branch in the program. As mentioned in section 2.6.3, DynODet is unable to prevent this evasion. However, it does constrain the malware writer’s flexibility in placing data in the code section, since not all data values also represent valid instructions. Moreover, it increases the work of the malware writer.

2.11 Conclusion and Future Work

DynODet has exemplified that there is a way to use dynamic program-level analysis a method of detecting and differentiating benign and malicious obfuscations. DynODet also showed that dynamic program-level analysis can be key in detecting previously unseen malware, as shown by the 25% detection rate of unknown malware.

However, DynODet has two major limitations. First, the discriminating features used were determined through manual analysis of benign programs and malware. This is not a scalable or robust method of differentiating obfuscations in malware and benign programs. Furthermore, using the presence of a single disallowed obfuscation as an indicator of malware is not realistic. Second, DynODet could only detect disallowed obfuscations in 33% of malware. Although DynODet is not a standalone tool, it still does not detect a large number of malware, making it less useful in the real world. To address these shortcomings, the next section of my proposal addresses how to integrate machine learning and expanding the feature set to build a highly accurate, robust detection tool.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>W/O discriminating features</th>
<th>W/ discriminating features</th>
<th>NSRL</th>
<th>Installed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-modification</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section Mislabel</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamically Generated Code</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconditional to Conditional</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception-based</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping Code Sequences</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had 1 or more obfuscations</td>
<td>507/6,073 (8.35%)</td>
<td>34/117 (29.05%)</td>
<td>149/6,073 (2.45%)</td>
<td>1/117 (.85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had 2 or more obfuscations</td>
<td>33/6,073 (.54%)</td>
<td>2/117 (1.71%)</td>
<td>8/6,073 (.13%)</td>
<td>0/117 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Benign Application Results
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>W/O discriminating features</th>
<th>W/ discriminating features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>PyInt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-modification</td>
<td>0/12</td>
<td>0/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section Mislabel</td>
<td>0/12</td>
<td>0/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamically Generated Code</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>0/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconditional to Conditional</td>
<td>0/12</td>
<td>0/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception-based</td>
<td>0/12</td>
<td>0/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping Code Sequences</td>
<td>0/12</td>
<td>0/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had 1 or more obfuscations</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>0/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(100%)</td>
<td>(0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Benign Interpreter Results
### Detection for 100,208 Malware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>W/ discriminating features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-modification</td>
<td>10,264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section Mislabel</td>
<td>19,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamically Generated Code</td>
<td>7,106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconditional to Conditional</td>
<td>7,889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception-based</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping Code Sequences</td>
<td>1,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Had 1 or more obfuscations</strong></td>
<td><strong>32,811</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Had 2 or more obfuscations</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,750</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Obfuscation in Malware Results

### Detection of 12,833 Missed Malware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W/O discriminating features</th>
<th>W/ discriminating features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4,445</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,141</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>34.64%</strong></td>
<td><strong>24.48%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Malware Detection Improvement
Chapter 3: Enhancing Dynamic Analysis-based Malware Detection with Dynamic Program-level Features

3.1 Introduction

As I look to build upon DynODet and expand my work, I looked at how dynamic analysis and detection is done today in order to improve upon the status quo.

There are two primary methods of malware detection. The first is sandbox-based detection, also known as dynamic analysis. Sandbox-based analysis aims to reveal malicious behavior by executing a program within a protected environment. Sandbox-based analysis is effective because some malware are packed or obfuscated in some way that make static analysis harder to reliably perform. Static analysis is the process of analyzing a program without execution and has been shown to be defeated by packing or obfuscation [6]. Dynamic analysis executes the program and can monitor its actual behavior, but is computationally intensive and slow (operates on the order of minutes). Both analysis types have their strengths and weaknesses and I make no claim as to which is better. Rather they are used for different purposes – static analysis is usually used for large-scale rapid detection of malware, whereas
dynamic analysis is typically used for in-depth examination of malware. My goal is to improve dynamic malware analysis by offering a new set of features that aid the detection of malware.

Dynamic analysis is valuable in today’s modern defenses against malware because it can provide information about malware behaviors that are complementary to static analysis. Dynamic analysis is used widely for producing sandbox reports, which detail actions executed by the program at run-time. Dynamic analysis uses the actions executed by the program, observed typically at an Operating System (OS)-level such as system calls, to build behavioral Indicators of Compromise (IOCs). These reports can be used by human analysts to understand what the malware is doing.

Although the current advances in dynamic analysis are helpful in modern defenses, there are still two problems that the current dynamic technologies fail to address. First, dynamic analysis is usually only run once per sample, which means dynamic analysis is based on the behaviors of a single execution path, which is often an underapproximation of a sample’s total possible behaviors. This problem is exacerbated because current dynamic technologies that detect malware only focus on detecting how a program interacts with the OS as a method of monitoring behavior. This means they detect OS-level behavior, such as system calls or Windows library calls made by a program during its execution, and derive their IOCs based on the sequence of OS calls seen at run-time. I call these external behaviors. These external behaviors dismiss internal behavior, behavior that occurs in the program without the interacting with the OS, which I prove is valuable in enhancing a tool’s ability
to reliably and robustly detect malware. Additionally, existing tools solely rely on OS calls or sequences of OS calls to determine malicious behavior. Existing dynamic analysis is adversely affected when these specific malicious sequences of OS calls are not present in the single instance of behavior analysis. Second, dynamic analysis has been heralded to defeat obfuscation and packing because executing the program can reveal the OS calls made by the program. However, current tools cannot actually detect the methods of obfuscation or unpacking. They simply bypass the malware’s defenses to try to uncover the OS calls made by the program. They miss the methods of how the malware hid their code and thus sacrifice a potential way of further differentiating malware from goodware.

In order to increase existing dynamic malware detection tools’ abilities to detect malware and address some of its deficiencies outlined above, I propose utilizing dynamic program-level (DPL) information to complement OS-level detection. DPL analysis is the study of a program’s internal behavior at an instruction-level during execution. DPL analysis is fundamentally different from OS-level analysis in that it focuses on how the program is behaving within itself, rather than how it interacts with its environment. This leads to a class of behaviors that are orthogonal to OS behavior and thus complementary to existing dynamic analysis. I show that DPL information, when added to dynamic OS-level analysis, has the ability to increase the detection of malware and analyze a class of behaviors that OS-level analysis cannot.

I have built a malware detection tool that utilizes machine learning with a comprehensive feature set including my novel DPL features. To prove that DPL
features are capable of improving existing dynamic analysis technologies, I detected two classes of DPL information: *potentially evasive* and *general program execution*. I define DPL potentially evasive actions as any dynamic program-level behavior that a program, malicious or benign, uses to hide the true code that is executed. I detect the following eight DPL potentially evasive classes of behavior: *self-modification*, *dynamically-generated code*, *section-related obfuscation*, *unconditional to conditional branch conversion*, *overlapping code sequences*, *hidden functions*, *dynamic import address tables (IATs)*, and *call-return obfuscations*. I also detect three classes of general DPL information, which I define to be features that, although collected at an instruction-level, can quantify a program’s dynamic execution characteristics. The three general DPL classes I detect are: *function analysis*, *control flow analysis*, and *instruction execution*.

DPL features complement dynamic OS-level features in the following ways. First, it is gathered from monitoring the instruction sequences executed within the program. The use of DPL analysis gives access to wealth of information that has not been used in previous literature for the purpose of malware detection. I show and explain in this section how DPL information is orthogonal and distinct from OS-level features. Second, examining DPL information enhances dynamic analysis’s ability to correctly detect malware when the monitoring of OS-level calls produces little to no behavioral signatures. DPL features can be more fundamental to the nature of the program and my work shows that the information obtained, when combined with machine learning, can provably increase the detection rate of a OS-based tool.

Some of the DPL features above are known to the security community as be-
ing more associated with malware than with benign programs. However my work
is the first to identify a set of automatically detectable DPL features that can be
used to improve dynamic malware detection. My contribution is unique for the
following two reasons. First, I prove that I can extract and quantify DPL-related
methods that malware uses to specifically hide code to avoid detection. The class
of DPL potentially evasive behaviors I detect specifically targets methods in which
malware tries to avoid existing analysis techniques. The alternative for malware to
not using these methods would be to be caught by other simpler detection tech-
niques. Though my list of these behaviors is not exhaustive, it is substantial enough
to prove that these class of behaviors are quantifiable and useful for the purpose
of malware detection. Second, I show that with my addition of general DPL infor-
mation, irrespective of first classifying these DPL features as malicious or benign,
that machine learning can learn the differences in the way malware versus goodware
execute at an instruction level, leading to a higher accuracy rate.

Additionally, my DPL features have a significant advantage over previous
works that used features sets such as strings to detect malware. Malware can al-
ter their bytes or strings arbitrarily to match those of benign programs, which can
cause a tool to generate a benign-looking feature set for a malware sample. This
inevitably will cause it to be classified falsely as benign. My potentially evasive DPL
features are unique because they detect how malware tries to hide code. Statisti-
cally speaking, my testing shows that benign programs perform potentially evasive
actions significantly less than malware. Thus, if malware tried to bypass my DPL
feature detection, they would lose the ability to hide its malicious code and could be
caught by other analysis tools. This is a significant upgrade in comparison to other feature sets because the alternative to avoiding my detection is to be caught more easily by other standard methods. My general DPL information features provide additional value because they measure at an instruction-level how malware execute. In order to avoid detection from my general DPL information features, malware would have to start behaving at an instruction level like benign programs, which significantly limits malware writers.

My DPL analysis differs from other previous work for the following reasons. First, works such as [45, 46] focused on instruction-level analysis, but in a static deployment. Their technologies did not execute the program and thus could not observe the types of behaviors my tool collects. Second, works such as [22, 25] have analyzed program-level behaviors dynamically, but only in a forensic setting. Some of my behaviors, better explained in Section 3.4.2, have been studied for the purpose of better understanding malware behaviors. However, my contribution and novelty stems from my insight that these behaviors that occur at a program-level can provide a non-redundant set of information to improve existing dynamic malware detection tools. My work here shows a comprehensive evaluation of my feature set and shows that it is capable of reducing the percentage of malware missed by a dynamic detection tool. Third, although it is well known that dynamic analysis can defeat some obfuscations and packed malware, existing works such as [47] that claim to defeat these malware techniques to avoid static detection only use dynamic analysis to bypass them. These works do not use the presence of these behaviors or categorize them in any useful way for the purpose of malware detection.
I show in my results the following findings. First, I show that adding my DPL feature set to a dynamic OS-based machine learning malware detection tool reduces the percentage of missed malware, also known as the false negative rate, by 39.45%. Second, I show that my DPL features when added to a dynamic OS-based malware detection tool detect more zero-day malware than the latter by itself. Third, I show that in deployment scenarios, where the testing set is obtained independently of the training set, my feature set improves a malware detection tool’s robustness. Last, I show that my DPL information is critical in improving the performance of an OS-based malware detection tool in cases where a malware’s execution produces little to no OS behavioral signatures.

I show the impact of the program-level features on my tool’s detection rate on a dataset of over 400,000 real-world programs, distributed roughly equally between malware and goodware. I tested a neural network multi-layer perceptron (MLP) machine learning model and show that the model’s performance improvements when the DPL features are added. Overall, with my DPL features incorporated, my malware detection system can correctly detect 98.45% of malware while maintaining a false positive rate of 1%. My contributions in this section are as follows:

- Prove the addition of DPL features reduces the false negative rate of OS-based malware detection tool by 39.45%.
- Provide comprehensive analysis of my DPL features, showing that they are both complementary and orthogonal to OS behavioral signatures.
- Show that with DPL features, I can produce a malware detection tool that can correctly detect 98.45% of malware while falsely detecting only 1% of
goodware.

- Produce a publicly shared dataset comprised of over 400,000 Windows executables with 223,417 malware and 195,255 goodware that are unique according to their SHA256 hash.

The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives a background into malware detection using machine learning. Section 3.3 covers prior works’ feature sets. Section 3.4 covers my feature set in detail. Section 3.5 covers my dataset, specific implementation, and tools used to build my system. Section 3.6 shows my findings. Section 3.7 discusses this work’s limitations and possible remedies.

3.2 Background of Machine Learning in Malware Detection

Machine learning is critical in a scalable malware detection tool. I believe there are three core components needed. First, a large, diverse dataset must be used in developing an accurate and reliable machine learning malware detection tool. Second, the detection tool must be able to handle all types of malware, including obfuscated and packed malware. Third, a comprehensive, robust feature set including multiple sources of information must be used. My aim is to meet each of these requirements to produce a highly accurate, robust detection tool.

A machine learning-based malware detection tool is built in the following way. First, a labeled training set is obtained to train the classifier on what previously known goodware and malware looks like. After the training phase, a testing phase occurs where new unlabeled data is sent to the machine learning classifier for it
to classify as benign or malicious. These predictions are compared against the
true labels of the test set to measure accuracy. Typically, a classifier is measured
according to various metrics, the two most important ones being the false positive
rate, and the true positive rate. In the malware detection field, a true positive
is when a malicious program is correctly classified as malicious. A false positive is
when a benign program is detected as malicious. The false positive rate is supremely
important because a majority of real-world network traffic is benign. Thus, my goal
will be to minimize the false positive rate, while maximizing the detection rate.

3.3 Existing Works’ Feature Sets

Feature selection is crucial to a machine learning algorithm’s efficacy in de-
tecting malware. The features chosen quantify a sample into something a machine
learning algorithm can understand. Thus, choosing how to quantify a program, in
my case, into a set of features is vital in producing a good detection tool. The goal
of a good feature set is to accurately quantify a program, ideally with features that
differ in value between malware and goodware.

3.3.1 Static analysis

Prior work has largely leaned on static analysis to detect malware. However,
as [6] showed, static analysis has drawbacks that can be mitigated by dynamic
analysis. Neither static or dynamic analysis is a substitute for the other; rather
they have different strengths and are used for different purposes. My goal is to
improve dynamic analysis given that it is also widely used in sandboxes to produce
dynamic reports on malware behavior. Below, I cover prior work that used static
program-level information to detect malware. However, my work is fundamentally
different from these because my work is focused on complementing existing dynamic
malware detection technologies by incorporating DPL information.

These papers [21, 45–63] focused on using n-grams, opcodes, or strings individu-
ally or in some combination as a feature set for machine learning and malware
detection. Although these features can be extracted from instruction or byte level,
they do not quantify program behavior like my feature set. The dynamic informa-
tion I collect from program-level features has no overlap with the features typically
used by static tools to detect malware.

My DPL features differ from any static analysis tool because my features are
discovered through the actual execution of the program. Although some of
my features explained below, such as self-modification, combine a version of static
analysis with dynamic analysis to detect the behavior, my detection schemes can
not be replicated with static analysis alone. Runtime behavior is key in accurately
and reliably detecting DPL behavior that aids the detection of malware.

3.3.2 Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis of malware has been heavily studied in the past. However,
I show below why existing dynamic analysis of malware has focused on goals or
methods that are distinct from ours.
These works [15, 30, 64–66] utilized dynamic OS-level behavioral analysis to detect malware. Dynamic OS-level behavioral detection focuses on monitoring the Windows Application Programming Interface (API) calls and system calls made by the program during execution. This type of dynamic analysis solely focuses on a program’s external actions. Previous work has shown success in detecting malware with using this type of dynamic analysis because the external actions often signify some action or request a program is making to possibly inflict harm. However, this class of dynamic analysis differs from my work because my DPL feature set focuses on internal actions and behaviors that an OS-level dynamic tool cannot detect or monitor. I show in my results that DPL information is indeed complementary and distinct from OS-level information, which is ultimately proved in my feature set’s ability to boost the performance of a malware detection tool.

The following works [22, 23, 25, 67] looked into dynamically analyzing malware at a instruction-level, but only for malware understanding – not malware detection. Work like [25, 67] only studied obfuscations in malware such as self-modification or dynamically generated code. Other works such as [22, 23] used dynamic analysis to detect unpacking to uncover potentially malicious code to analyze further. Although these works focus on utilizing DPL analysis similar to ours, their goals are entirely different. First, their goal is to detect obfuscations or unpacking for the purpose of understanding malware better. Theirs works did not study the presence of obfuscations or unpacking in goodware, which limits their work to understanding malware and not being a general malware detection tool. My DPL analysis, on the other hand, uses the presence of obfuscation or unpacking at a program-level to
differentiate malware from goodware.

[68] is unique in that the authors focus on automatically synthesizing discriminative significant behaviors to detect malware. However, their tool still focuses on OS-level calls. Although their work proved to be useful in automatically generated discriminative dynamic OS behaviors, I believe that my work would still benefit theirs because my tool focuses on internal behaviors that are orthogonal to their external behavior analysis.

[69] generates behavioral models that represent families of malware. These models are generated by analyzing which dynamic OS calls are made as well as an instruction-level dynamic taint analysis. Although their tool does incorporate some level of DPL information, my work is still distinct from theirs for the following reasons. First, their DPL analysis did not focus on detecting obfuscations in malware as a method of detecting malware. Rather, they use DPL analysis to build a behavioral graph, which was used to represent the malware. Second, the authors only generate behavioral models for six distinct malware families. Their testing, which involves less than 500 samples total, only proves that their method could work as a way to classify unknown programs as one of these 6 malware families with a 93% success rate. Thus, their method is unproven for benign behavioral models and it is unknown whether their tool would work as a general malware detection tool.

The only work that has looked at DPL obfuscations as a method of detecting malware is [70], where six obfuscations were detected in a 100K malware and 6K goodware. [70] had to manually determine discriminating features so that the obfuscations detected were not found in benign programs. Moreover they did not use
machine learning in their method, and used a series of ad-hoc heuristics. Their work showed it is possible to use the presence of obfuscation as a method of detecting malware, but only in a limited, non-scalable way.

3.4 My Feature Set

In total, I have 1,168 unique features, of which 454 were the number of times each opcode found in my dataset executed dynamically. However, I found that training with all the opcode features in my machine learning algorithm took significantly more time and decreased my overall accuracy slightly. Thus, I use Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the opcode feature subset. This left 714 features collected plus the 250 components from the PCA of the opcode subset, which I found to be an optimal choice. The general DPL information along with the dynamic opcode counts are referred to as DPL statistical features. All of my features were either boolean features or value features. Boolean features had values of one, if the detection was present, or zero, if it was not. Value features were detections that could not be represented in a binary value such as the number of total instructions that were executed.

3.4.1 Incorporation of Existing Features

3.4.1.1 Static Features

I collect static information such as PE header information and section-related information like section entropy. These features are input into my feature set as
either boolean features or value features (those which take a range of float or integer values). For features such as language, I use a boolean feature per language to show which language the program is in. For features such as entropy, I use the entropy value as my feature.

The following sets of static information were incorporated in my static feature set as boolean features (present/absent): YARA rules, language, and packer type (using PEiD). The following sets of static information were incorporated in my static feature set as value features: number of static imports, static size of program, and number of sections.

3.4.1.2 Dynamic Features- OS Features

I collect OS-level dynamic information such as when a HTTP request is made or a file is created. I utilize an OS-level tool to monitor the program’s interactions with the OS, then use the calls made to generate dynamic behavioral signatures. These dynamic signatures are generated based on a single or series of OS-level actions made by the program. An example of an OS-level feature based on a single action is a HTTP request signature which is generated when a program makes a HTTP request. An example of an OS-level feature based on a series of actions is a API spamming signature which is generated when a program repeatedly makes the same API call in order to delay analysis. These signatures are used as binary features in my feature set. I do not manually assign any feature weights to my features. The complete OS feature set can be found in the Cuckoo Sandbox Monitor Repository [37].
3.4.2 Novel Dynamic Program-level Features: Potentially Evasive

The novelty in my work comes from my use of DPL information for the purpose of malware detection. I collect two different sets of DPL features. First, I collect DPL potentially evasive behavior (referenced as EV in Section 3.6) features. Second, I collect general DPL execution behavior (referenced as STAT in Section 3.6) features. I collect DPL features using a dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) tool. A DBI tool can monitor and collect information about each instruction in a program during its execution.

The premise of using DPL features is that these features can help provide a more complete picture of a program’s execution and give a fine-grained look into the program’s behavior. Specifically in the case of malware, traditional OS-level detections have relied on the presence of specific OS calls. However, OS calls alone typically only capture malicious behaviors such as installing a keylogger. My potentially evasive DPL features focus on capturing how the program internally arrived at executing its code. All of my potentially evasive DPL features focus on detecting when a program obfuscates or attempts to hide the code that is executed at run-time from static analysis methods.

In the case of my DPL potentially evasive detections, I detect DPL behavior that I believe is more prevalent in malware than in goodware. After analysis of malware at a program-level, I can leverage the fact that malware actively attempts to avoid detection of static and OS-level tools. Goodware typically does not. My DPL potentially evasive detection schemes focus on how malware tries to avoid triggering
static and OS-level tools’ alerts. Using this distinction, I are able to create a tool that

detects a wide variety of potentially evasive DPL behaviors that are fundamentally
different in malware than in goodware. Some of these DPL behaviors can occur in
both malware and goodware, but it is my belief, as justified by my results, that
they occur more often in malware. Additionally, these DPL features cannot be
detected by existing OS-based dynamic tools. Thus, my DPL detections provide an
orthogonal set of information that is more prevalent in malware than in goodware,
ultimately increasing an OS-based dynamic malware detection tool’s accuracy.

My tool detects self-modification, dynamically-generated code, section-related
obfuscation, unconditional to conditional branch conversion, overlapping code se-
quencies, hidden functions, dynamic IATs, and call-return obfuscations. In total, I
detect eight mechanisms that malware I studied uses to avoid detection from static
and OS-level tools. Below, I describe in detail how each of these obfuscations are
detected.

3.4.2.1 Self-modification

Description: Self-modification is the process in which a program modifies its
existing code during its runtime and then executes the new code. Self-modification
occurs dynamically, which means the code that replaces the existing code may
not be discoverable statically. Self-modification can occur through changing the
read/write/execute permissions on a section of code, to later overwrite and execute
it. Malware often use self-modification to hide malicious segments of code from
Implementation: Self-modification detection is not novel, but the use of its presence and its varying levels of implementation for the purpose of detecting malware versus goodware is. I not only built my tool to generically detect self-modification (like most prior work), but to also detect the self-modification of op-codes, operands, and self-modification in dynamically generated code individually. I did this for two reasons. Previous work [70] showed that there are differences between obfuscations that occur in malware and obfuscations that occur in goodware. By detecting self-modification in varying degrees, my analysis tool helps the machine learning algorithm learn these patterns. Additionally, I found that the more data points I gave to machine learning to quantify programs, the better it performed. Thus, I leverage a DBI tool’s ability to obtain specific DPL behavior that otherwise could not be obtained to enhance my DPL feature set.

I detect self-modification as follows. I maintain a dynamic disassembly as the program executes. A dynamic disassembly, as I define it, is built by using recursive traversal to build a limited static disassembly. Recursive traversal is a disassembly technique which starts at a target of an indirect Control Transfer Instruction (CTI), continues to the targets of direct CTIs and ends at a set of indirect CTIs. The disassembly process is continued when the target of the indirect branch is determined (right before it executes). While monitoring the execution of the program, my tool checks to see if the current address matches a previously disassembled address. If the current address has been seen before, my tool compares the current instruction bytes to the previously disassembled bytes. If they do not match, my
tool logs which portion of the bytes do not match (opcodes, operands) and outputs
the corresponding boolean feature.

**Robustness:** This detection is hard to evade if the malware tries to use self-modification. Since I detect the self-modification of both opcodes and operands, my comprehensive analysis disallows self-modifying malware from going undetected. My tool constantly analyzes the code executed at an instruction level, the only way to avoid detection would be to not self-modify.

My detection implementation does detect some self-modification instances in goodware tested. However, my testing shows the number of occurrences is significantly lower in goodware versus malware. Additionally, because my tool does not use the sole presence of self-modification as an indication of malware, but rather relies on machine learning to use statistically significant trends, having a small number of self-modification detections in goodware does not greatly diminish this detection’s efficacy.

### 3.4.2.2 Dynamically generated code

**Description:** I define dynamically generated code as the process of allocating new memory, writing code to that memory, and then executing that code. Malware can use dynamically generated code to create and run code at runtime that may not be discoverable statically. My definition of dynamically generated code differs from my self-modification detection because dynamically generated code occurs when newly allocated memory is written to then executed. Self-modification occurs when
existing code in the program’s code image is overwritten then executed.

**Implementation:** Although the detection of dynamically generated code is not novel, the use of its presence as a method of detecting malware is something that has not been studied outside of [70]. Similar to my self-modification detection scheme, my tool detects varying ways dynamically generated code occurs in malware I studied in practice.

My detection scheme for dynamically generated code detects the following as boolean features. The first feature is a boolean value detecting whether any dynamically generated code is executed. The second feature is whether virtual memory is written to without the use of standard Windows API calls like memcpy and then is executed. This feature specifically targets malware that try to avoid using standard Windows APIs to write to memory and instead use, for example, the x86 mov instruction to write to memory. The third feature is whether data is copied from a data section in the program to virtual memory then executed. This feature targets malware that may hide its malicious code in its data sections, which can be encrypted to harden its defenses against static analysis tools. Only during its execution is the malicious code unpacked and executed. The last feature is used to signify code cache behavior. Code cache behavior is when a program repeatedly writes and executes code in allocated memory. This is another way malware can unpack itself or hide its code from being statically discoverable.

**Robustness:** Because these detections occur at the program-level, malware has a significantly harder time evading these detections. Malware can choose not to dynamically generate code, but then loses one major method of evading static
detection and creating code at run-time. Previous OS-level approaches can only monitor memory writes that occur if the program uses a Windows API call or OS call. However, programs can directly write to memory locations using a mov assembly instruction. My DPL tool has the capability to detect these memory writes ensuring accurate and reliable detection.

Goodware can also dynamically generate code for benign reasons. My analysis shows that varying degrees of dynamically generated code did occur in both goodware and malware. However, the prevalence in malware was much higher than in goodware, especially for the last three features described in the previous section.

3.4.2.3 Section-related obfuscation

**Description**: Section-related obfuscation involves misusing section labels or permissions in order to hide code or confuse disassemblers. Malware can initially mark sections of its program as read/write to make it look like data. However, it can later change the permissions of specific address regions within that data section to read/execute so that it can execute code. This obfuscation allows malware to hide code in sections initially marked non-executable, which may not be analyzed by static analysis tools.

**Implementation**: My tool detects the following section-related obfuscation features. The first boolean feature notes whether any of the sections have read, write, and execute permissions. This set of permissions allows programs to write and execute arbitrary code within its sections. This can be used for malware to self-
modify and dynamically generate code. My tool uses DynamoRio’s internal API to determine the permissions of each section in the program when it is loaded into memory. The second boolean feature is output true if an instruction executes from a section of the program that was initially marked as non-executable. When the program is loaded into memory, my tool saves the address ranges of each section of the program to later determine if an instruction is executing from a non-executable subsection.

**Robustness**: My constant instruction-level analysis makes it nearly impossible for malware to use this obfuscation without being detected because my tool is able to track all executed instructions. My tool does not detect the changing of permissions explicitly, but can guarantee that if malware tries to execute an instruction from a region initially marked as non-executable, it will be detected.

3.4.2.4 Unconditional to conditional branch conversion

**Description**: Unconditional to conditional branch conversion occurs when a program converts an unconditional branch to a conditional branch that always evaluates to only one of the fallthrough or target address. This conversion is used by malware to introduce more control flow paths or place junk code on the unused path to confuse a disassembler. By creating more code paths or invalid disassembly at the unused path, malware can hope to either create more work for a reverse engineer or potentially cause errors in the disassembly process.

**Implementation**: My tool detects this DPL behavior with a boolean feature
as follows. At every new conditional branch found, my tool disassembles the next basic block at both the target and fallthrough address. If either basic block has an invalid instruction, this boolean feature is output true.

**Robustness:** It is nearly impossible to determine if a conditional branch always evaluates one direction. Thus, although this is not a guaranteed method of detecting all instances of this conversion, I felt that it was a good compromise between a more complicated implementation, which would determine whether theoretically a conditional branch will always evaluate in one direction, and a simplistic implementation, which marked every conditional branch that only evaluated in one direction during a program’s execution as malicious. My implementation does not detect if malware only uses this obfuscation to introduce more code paths, but does detect if malware places invalid instructions at either code path with high reliability. This detection can only be done at an instruction level.

### 3.4.2.5 Overlapping code sequences

**Description:** Overlapping code sequences are unique code sequences existing within the same set of code bytes. Because the x86 architecture is a complex instruction set computer (CISC) architecture with variable length instructions, unique instruction sequences can exist at different offsets within the same set of bytes. Malware can use this obfuscation as a method of hiding code within sequences of other code to avoid static and OS-level detection.

**Implementation:** My tool detects this behavior by maintaining a dynamic
disassembly of the program, as described above, and dynamically checking to see if the program is executing an instruction that begins in the middle of an already disassembled instruction. To differentiate my self-modification detection and overlapping code sequences, my tool checks to ensure that the current instruction’s bytes exactly match the previously disassembled bytes, with the only difference being the address at which the new instruction sequence begins. If my tool detects that the program is executing an instruction at an address that is in the middle of an already disassembled instruction and the current instruction bytes match the bytes of a previously disassembled region, my tool outputs this feature.

**Robustness:** This DPL feature cannot be monitored using only OS-level analysis because a disassembly of previously seen instructions as well as the current instruction executing must be kept. My use of a DBI tool ensures my tool will detect this behavior if it occurs dynamically and makes it impossible for malware to use overlapping code sequences to hide code without being detected. The only way malware could avoid my detection is to not use this obfuscation. The only way a static tool could detect this obfuscation is to disassemble the code of the program at every byte offset, which will produce a high number of incorrect disassembly traces and a high number of unexecuted code paths.

3.4.2.6 Hidden functions

**Description:** Hidden functions are functions in a program that are not called by the traditional call instruction. In x86, a call instruction combines the function-
ality of a push and jump instruction. However, in order to avoid or deter analysis schemes, malware will use a manual push and jump instruction in place of a call instruction. This can help the malware hide functions from analysis tools that target the presence of call instructions to identify functions.

**Implementation:** My tool detects this behavior through two features, a boolean and value feature. The boolean feature denotes when at runtime, a return instruction goes to the instruction immediately after a jump instruction. This tells my tool that most likely, this jump instruction was used in place of a call instruction. The value feature detects how many times this occurs. My tool does not actively track push then jump instruction combinations because malware can place an arbitrary number of instructions in between a push and jump to evade this detection.

**Robustness:** Although my method of detecting hidden functions is not a guaranteed method of finding all hidden functions in a program, I felt that this was a good compromise that detected instances of this obfuscation without implementing a complicated, heavy detection scheme. My scheme resulted in a non-trivial number of detections in my malware dataset and disallows malware from utilizing a push/jump instruction in place of a call instruction to avoid function-based detection schemes. The use of a DBI tool allows the detection of this obfuscation that otherwise would not be possible.
3.4.2.7 Dynamic IAT

**Description:** The import address table (IAT) is a list of functions that a program imports during run-time. Static analysis methods have been shown to be able to detect malware based on its imports [71]. To counter this detection, malware can bypass the IAT entirely at run-time to avoid prepopulating it during compilation. At runtime, malware can dynamically calculate the address of functions it needs in order to call them directly without having to use the offset located in its IAT. This allows malware to avoid giving up information statically about what functions it may use during its execution.

**Implementation:** My tool detects this obfuscation by measuring how many of the program’s function calls were located in the IAT. After studying malware and goodware, I determined that having a feature that noted whether or not more than half the function calls made by a program bypass the static IAT was a good method of finding this obfuscation. My tool monitors all function calls made by the program dynamically, and compares them to the initially loaded IAT.

**Robustness:** Because my tool analyzes the initially loaded IAT and then continuously monitors the function call made by the program, my tool is able to detect all instances of malware trying to call functions that were not listed in the IAT statically. Additionally, since my tool also detects hidden function calls as outlined above, malware has two significant obstacles in the way of hiding dynamic function calls. The only way to avoid this DPL feature is to statically list all functions called in the IAT. My determination to use 50% as the benchmark to determine if this
obfuscation was present was based on data from goodware and malware’s behavior. I saw that some instances of goodware may call functions not listed in the IAT, but it was very rare for goodware to have more than 50% of its function calls made not in the IAT. Goodware has no clear reasoning to do this, while malware has more motivation to use this obfuscation, which my tool leverages.

3.4.2.8 Call-return obfuscation

**Description:** Call-return obfuscations involve misusing the call and return instructions to confuse analysis tools on what the real control flow paths are. In particular, the return instruction is effective because it is an indirect control transfer instruction (CTI). Static tools cannot decipher the control flow of a program after an indirect CTI because the target of the CTI is typically only known at run-time. Malware often times abuse the return instruction because it can conceal the control flow of its execution.

**Implementation:** My tool detects call-return obfuscations by several methods. First, it keeps track of all calls and returns made by the program and makes sure that returns match up with calls. If they do not, my tools outputs that as a boolean feature. My tool also outputs as a value feature the number of times a return instruction goes to an invalid location (i.e. a location that did not have a corresponding call instruction immediately before it).

**Robustness:** My tool’s detection here is based on the correct usage of a return instruction (meaning all returns go to the instruction after the corresponding call
instruction). My testing and analysis shows that return instructions do not always go to a corresponding call instructions in either goodware or malware. However, my testing also showed that this occurred a significantly higher number of times in malware than in goodware. Thus, my detection is simple as explained above, which disallows malware from abusing the return instruction. The only way malware could avoid my detection or behave similarly to goodware is to very rarely use the return instruction to obfuscate control flow, which greatly diminishes the utility of this obfuscation, or not use it at all, which again eliminates one method of avoiding detection from other tools. OS-level tools miss this behavior because they cannot monitor call or return instructions.

3.4.3 Novel Dynamic Program-level Features: General DPL Execution

In addition to the possibly evasive detections, I collect general DPL execution statistics. Although these detections are not as targeted as my obfuscation DPL features, my belief, which is later confirmed with my results, is that these sets of data differ between malware and goodware. With the level of specificity a program-level tool is able to provide, I show the addition of this set of features helps my machine learning detection tool differentiate malware and goodware more accurately. I found that earlier works had success incorporating features that were not clear indicators of maliciousness such as the opcodes found or a program’s bytes. Thus, I incorporate the following sets of DPL data as value features that help quantify how a program
behaved at an instruction level that existing OS-based behavioral detection tools do not capture.

3.4.3.1 Function analysis

In addition to detecting hidden function and call-return obfuscations as described above, my tool also tracks generic function execution details. My tool outputs as features the number of external functions found (functions that are located outside of the program code), number of internal functions found (functions that are located inside of the program), and the number of times internal and external functions are called dynamically.

I hypothesize that this set of DPL information can give a higher-level view of the control flow and call graphs of the programs studied. I found that malware I analyzed typically relies less on external dlls and dependencies in order to ensure that it can execute regardless of its environment. This is backed up by my higher successful run rate in the dynamic testing malware versus goodware. Thus, malware may call more internal functions than goodware, which this set of information aims to quantify.

3.4.3.2 Control flow analysis

I use DPL analysis to quantify the control flow of a program. I detect the number of edges between basic blocks in the program’s execution. I gather as value features the number of outgoing edges from basic blocks that end in an indirect
branch (such as returns), and the number of times indirect branches execute. I also output the number of times the indirect branches go inside or outside of the program’s code sections. These metrics can be useful in detecting code flattening, which is a process in which a malware jumps to a majority of its code from a single basic block so that its control flow graph is essentially flat. Malware employ this to prevent static tools from building full control flow graphs.

3.4.3.3 Instruction execution

My tool monitors and quantifies the overall execution the program under analysis. It measures the following statistics: the average number of times a basic block executes, the max number of times a basic block executes, the number of unique opcodes that execute, and how often each opcode is executed dynamically. All of these are output as value features. I saw in previous works that using opcodes as a feature set performed well; thus I felt that analyzing the opcodes that executed dynamically would be useful. My results show that by monitoring the general execution trends of goodware and malware, machine learning is able to decipher statistically significant patterns that ultimately improve its accuracy by a non-trivial amount.

My results show that my highest accuracy was obtained when all of my DPL features were incorporated into my model. My primary goal was to show that the DPL information, whether it measured obfuscation-related behavior or statistical information, provides a non-redundant set of information that is orthogonal to existing dynamic detection tools. By leveraging machine learning, similarly to previous
works before me, I was able to incorporate these statistical features that were able to quantifiably boost the performance of my tool because it provided additional instruction-level insight that further differentiated malware from goodware.

Ultimately, the novelty and usefulness of my work comes from these DPL features. I show in my results that these features are able to provide an non-redundant set of information to existing dynamic OS-level tools that helps differentiate malware from goodware. My results prove that not only are my DPL features useful for better understanding malware’s behavior, but also critical in reducing the number of malware missed by OS-based tools.

3.5 My Implementation

The specifics of the tools used for my implementation and experimental setup are described below.

3.5.1 Analysis Overview

**Cuckoo**: I utilized Cuckoo Sandbox [37], which is an open-source sandbox manager for automated dynamic program analysis. After a program is submitted to Cuckoo through its API, it is uploaded to a virtual machine (VM) and executed. During the program’s execution, it is monitored using Cuckoo Monitor, which is Cuckoo’s OS-level monitoring tool. It captures all OS-level behavior and then generates behavioral signatures that are output into a Cuckoo report. The Cuckoo report also contains static information that is used in my feature set as well.
I used a Windows 7 environment for my VM. Each VM is given 1/2 GB of RAM and 1 virtual CPU. Each sample was run in its own VM for one minute. I felt that one minute was enough time to allow the program to run, while keeping my testing time within reason. Cuckoo also has a module that mimics human interaction to simulate an endpoint. My VMs use a Tor gateway to give the program access to the Internet while obscuring where the request is coming from. Although there are safety and ethical concerns with allowing malware to connect to the Internet, because all the malware under study have been detected by antivirus tools and have been in existence for more than a year, I felt that it was an acceptable decision. In addition, [72] calls for real Internet connection for malware when analyzing it to ensure more substantial execution. I loaded the VM with common DLLs such as msvc.dll in order to maximize the number of applications that ran.

**DynamoRio:** I used a DBI tool called DynamoRio to perform DPL analysis [73]. DynamoRio is an open-source tool used to instrument binaries at run-time and monitor all of the instructions it executes. Using DynamoRio, I build custom DPL detections and statistics collectors that are added to the Cuckoo report at the end of its execution. These detections and statistics are used as a part of my DPL feature set.

### 3.5.2 Machine Learning

I utilized a neural networks-based approach due to number of features and samples I had. Specifically, I used a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network to
produce my malware detection tool. I saw that from preliminary testing, MLP was robust and generalized the best on all of my test sets. I also tested random forest and Support Vector Machine with various kernels, but chose MLP because of its performance. I am not claiming MLP is the best choice for malware detection. My goal here is not to extensively test different machine learning models, but rather, I aim to show how my DPL features can positively impact a high performing machine learning-based malware detection tool.

In my MLP configuration, I used one hidden layer with a size equal to the input layer with dropout set to 0.5 between each. I used a learning rate of 0.01, learning rate decay of 1e-6, and Nesterov momentum set to 0.9. For my first two layers, I used a rectified linear unit activation function. I used these parameters in order to help the model train quickly and learn efficiently. These are standard parameters and practices when it comes to using an MLP model. For the third layer, I used a softmax activation function to output the probability of maliciousness. In total, my largest feature set produced a model with 1.8 million trainable parameters. I trained my model and used a separate validation set to measure the learning progress. The test set was not used until all the model’s parameters were set. I trained the MLP for 100 epochs because I observed that after 100 epochs, my tool’s accuracy on my validation set leveled off at 98.7%.

To implement my machine learning detection tool, I used Scikit Learn [74] and Tensorflow with Keras [75]. I used Scikit to generate my feature matrix and used Tensorflow with Keras to implement my neural networks. I scaled my features to range from -1 to 1. Scaling my features ensured that all the value-based features
did not outweigh another. Normalization scaled the features to have unit variance. These are standard practices.

I trained and tested my MLP on a server that had a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 745 GPU.

3.5.3 Malware Detection Tool Implementation

In order to improve the implementation of my malware detection tool, I paired my MLP tool with ClamAV- a popular open-source AV tool [76]. I used ClamAV in parallel with my MLP malware detection tool to simulate a real-world deployment. My system worked as follows. If either ClamAV or my tool flagged the program as malicious, I considered it malicious. If neither considered the program malicious, I categorized the program as benign. I did this because ClamAV has an extremely low false positive rate (0.005% on my goodware dataset). Thus, the detection rate of my system improves without hurting the false positive rate.

This likely emulates how a real-world system works; they often pair all types of tools to build a comprehensive, high performing tool. More importantly, I show that my DPL features can still aid the detection of such a real-world tool and thus proves the importance of my tool to any malware detection tool.

3.5.4 My Dataset

I first collected a set of over 400,000 programs consisting of 223,417 malware and 195,255 goodware. These are programs that execute dynamically in a Windows
As with any dynamic analysis scheme, not all the samples tested executed in my test environment. Thus my 400K dataset was obtained after filtering out the ones that did not run successfully within my VMs. This was an inherent downside to using dynamic analysis, but I felt that by having a dataset with more than 400K that did run sufficed. I discuss possible remediations in Section 3.7.

**Malware**: My malware dataset was obtained from VirusTotal, who granted me a private key so that I could download these programs. Virus Total is an online database of programs maintained by Google that are queried against 50+ antivirus tools to determine maliciousness. I chose 5,000 randomly selected malware per year from 2001 to 2008. I then used 20,000 randomly selected malware per year from 2009 to 2017. Lastly, I used 40,000 randomly selected malware that had a PE timestamp that was before 2001 or after 2017. I assumed for these samples, the timestamp had been tampered with and thus categorized all of them together as unknown. I chose this distribution to ensure a diverse malware set, while weighting my dataset to more recent samples.

I chose to download PE32 programs that had at least 15 or more detections on VirusTotal to ensure that the malware being testing was indeed malicious. I chose 15 or more detections because it means that more than 25% of the queried antivirus tools determined the program to be malicious. One of the main issues with other malware datasets, as [72] points out, is that some publicly available malware sets have no guarantees of being malicious. Rather, they may simply be samples of unknown programs. This is problematic because if the ground truth of the machine
learning dataset is unreliable, then the results may be unreliable. Thus I felt that only taking programs with at least 15 detections was a necessary step. Similar measures were taken in related works [77, 78].

**Goodware:** In order to obtain a goodware dataset that was large and diverse, I downloaded programs with zero detections on Virus Total. I felt that if a program has been in VirusTotal’s database for more than a year with zero detections, then it was most likely a benign program. I saw the same filtering being used in related works such as [77, 78]. I downloaded all PE32 programs that had zero detections from 2005 to 2016.

Defining a benign program is a difficult problem. Simply put, a benign program can be seen as a program that does not perform any unwanted action. If 50+ antivirus tools deemed that a program did not execute any malicious actions, then I believe that this program is most likely benign. In addition, most other datasets used in prior work are dominated by installing a clean version of Windows and extracting all the system executables. However, this taints the benign set because it is coming from one source. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the programs there will provide diverse examples of benign programs that may act suspicious. Including these types of programs in my benign set are important to ensure my tool’s false positive rate is one that will generalize well even when deployed in the wild. Programs could be submitted to VirusTotal because the community wanted to check if it was benign or malicious. Thus, I believe that the programs that were submitted to VirusTotal and cleared by 50+ antivirus tools provide better examples of suspicious benign programs and ultimately provide a more robust, diverse
3.6 Results

I used a standard ten-fold cross validation (CV) in order to obtain my results. This means I used ten folds (each fold consisting of 90% of the dataset for training, and 10% for testing) such that each sample was in the test set once. This is a standard practice in machine learning to ensure that the validity of the results.

3.6.1 MLP-based Malware Detection Tool Results

Table 3.1 below shows how my MLP-based malware detection tool performs when set at a 1% false positive rate (FPR). I show the improvements in the detection rate (DR) as I add to the feature set. The first feature set consists of all static and OS-level features obtained from the Cuckoo report (this set is labeled OS). The second feature set includes everything in the OS feature set along with the potentially evasive (EV) DPL features (this is labeled OS+EV). The third feature set includes the OS+EV features along with the DPL features that quantify general execution statistics (this is labeled OS+EV+STAT). I also show the F1 score, and area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) for each configuration. The results shown below are for my ten-fold CV test on my dataset described in section 3.5.4 in conjunction with ClamAV.

From Table 3.1, it is clear that MLP’s best DR, F1 score, and AUC are achieved when the DPL features are incorporated. Since the false negative rate decreases from
Table 3.1: MLP Results with a 1% FPR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Set</th>
<th>DR w/ ClamAV</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>97.44%</td>
<td>.9829</td>
<td>.9974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS+EV</td>
<td>98.00%</td>
<td>.9855</td>
<td>.9980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS+EV+STAT</td>
<td>98.45%</td>
<td>.9879</td>
<td>.9981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100 - 97.44 = 2.56% to 100 - 98.45 = 1.55%, that is a decrease of 39.45% when used the DPL features versus just the OS feature set. The false negative rate is the percentage of malware missed by a classifier and is calculated by subtracting the DR from 100%. The DPL features here add clear value in helping detect more malware. In addition, the F1 score is 29.24% closer to a perfect score and the AUC is 26.92% closer to a perfect score when using the DPL features are incorporated. The increase in AUC is important because it shows that MLP is able to obtain a higher DR across a range of FPRs, not just when operating with a 1% FPR. This is shown in the ROC plot in Figure 3.1, which shows the detection rate or true positive rate for when the FPR ranges from 0% to 5%.

To further study my DPL features’ impact on the MLP-based malware detection tool, I analyzed the false negatives of the OS feature set versus the false negatives of the OS+EV+STAT feature set without the aid of ClamAV. A false negative is when a malware is incorrectly classified as goodware. When the MLP tool used the OS feature set, it missed 5,359 malware out of 223,417 (2.40%) when normalized to a 1% FPR. When the MLP tool used the feature set with my DPL features included, it missed 3,454 malware out of 223,417 (1.55%) when normalized.
Figure 3.1: ROC plot for MLP with $0\% \leq \text{FPR} \leq 5\%$ to a $1\%$ FPR. I analyzed the subset of 2,462 malware that the MLP tool was able to detect because of my DPL feature set. For these malware, I measured the average probability of maliciousness output by the MLP tool when using the OS feature set vs the OS+DPL feature set. On average, the MLP tool categorized the likelihood of this subset of 2,462 malware as $28.84\%$ maliciousness. After the addition of my DPL feature set, the average likelihood of maliciousness was increased to $86.81\%$ (an increase of $57.97\%$). This boost in probability of maliciousness shows that not only are my DPL features helpful in detecting more malware, but that they also provide information that significantly increases a MLP model’s predictive power. For samples that my MLP model was more than $86.81\%$ confident it was malicious,
it was 99.57% accurate. This demonstrates that my DPL features’ impact on my MLP tool’s accuracy is not a trivial improvement.

Analyzing feature importance when using a MLP model is an unsolved problem because MLP does not give feature importances. However, I did filter out a few DPL-feature sets by training and testing my MLP model with a four-fold CV and excluded one set of DPL-feature sets at a time. Although this is also an imperfect test of feature importance, I was able to eliminate DPL features that were not useful for increasing the accuracy of my tool.

3.6.2 Generalization Test

I conducted a small experiment to approximate how my DLP features affect a more realistic deployment scenario where the training set is collected independently of the testing set. I trained two MLP models, one based on the OS feature set and one with the OS+DPL feature set, on my entire dataset. I tested on two different sets collected from two reputable cybersecurity companies (unnamed for confidentiality purposes). The companies mentioned that both datasets were of advanced malware that were particularly hard to classify, that they used for comparative testing of tools. Malware set one (from company one) contained 340 samples and malware set two (from company two) contained 720 samples. Both sets were confirmed to be malicious by the respective companies. Each set of malware were collected completely independently and had no overlap from my training set. I used the same setup and threshold of maliciousness as my experiment above (covered in Section
The results are shown below in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Set</th>
<th>Feature Set</th>
<th>DR w/ ClamAV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>85.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OS+DPL</td>
<td>91.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>80.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OS+DPL</td>
<td>84.44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Generalization Test Results

The results above show that my DPL features are useful in increasing the MLP-based malware detection tool’s ability to detect more malware in a challenging deployment scenario. For set one and two, my DPL features decrease the false negative rate by 38.79% and 21.65%, respectively. This is important because it proves that my proposed feature set is able to increase an OS-based malware detection tool’s robustness in the real-world where the samples coming into a network could be different than what the original machine learning model was trained on.

I expect the results from my tool are lower than my expected detection rates because both of these companies’ sets are used by the companies to test other malware detection tools. In order to do so, the companies intentionally chose hard-to-detect malware, which is presumably why the detection rates are lower than for my full dataset of randomly selected diverse malware. Additionally, these sets are small and thus have limited value in adequately evaluating my system, but I felt that showing the results was still important for completeness.
3.6.3 Zero-day Test

I tested the effect of my DPL feature set on a simulated zero-day test. I trained two MLP models, one with the OS feature set and one with the OS+DPL feature set, on samples in my dataset that had a PE timestamp of 2015 or earlier. I then tested on goodware and malware from 2016 and 2017. This resulted in a test set of 27,402 goodware and 36,578 malware. The purpose of this experiment is to show my DPL features help a dynamic OS-based malware detection tool more accurately detect zero-day malware. The detection rate shown is for when the FPR is set to 1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Set</th>
<th>DR w/ ClamAV</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>82.83%</td>
<td>.9097</td>
<td>.9835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS+DPL</td>
<td>87.50%</td>
<td>.9424</td>
<td>.9853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Zero-day Test Results

Table 3.3 shows that the addition of my DPL features reduces the false negative rate by 27.20%. This experiment approximating a zero-day detection shows that my DPL features again prove to be useful for an OS-based tool to more accurately detect malware. This additionally motivates the usage of my DPL features in any deployment scenario to aid existing dynamic OS-based malware detection tools perform better.

The time-analysis results above are likely worse than expected because program behavior changes over time. Thus, training on an older set of programs and
testing on new ones often produces a worse result than expected. This is partially why zero-day malware are hard to detect. However, the goal of using DPL features is not to solve the problems associated with zero-day malware; rather, I show in the results that my DPL feature set increases existing malware detection tool’s performance against zero-day malware.

3.6.4 Performance on Malware with Few Dynamic Signatures

![Graph](image)

Figure 3.2: False Negative Rates of OS VS OS+DPL on Malware with Few Signatures

Often when dynamic OS-level tools are used, the dynamic signatures used to detect malicious behavior is reliant on a sequence of specific API calls being made.
For example, Cuckoo’s keylogger OS behavioral signature relies on the execution of an API that registers an interrupt for every key pressed, then another API to write each keystroke to a file on disk. Malware detection tools that use OS-based behavioral detections rely heavily on these signatures in order to detect malware. As shown in Figure 3.2, I see that the false negative rate rises for as the number of dynamic signatures found decreases. In the cases where there are little to no dynamic OS-level signatures, existing dynamic tools have no other method of detecting these malware. The DPL features are able to decrease the percentage of missed malware by upwards of 43%. The use of DPL features is pivotal to detecting the malware that OS-level tools cannot because it captures a set of information orthogonal to OS-level malicious behavior.

With further analysis, I found that for the malware samples which the OS-based MLP model correctly classified, they had on average 8.88 dynamic OS signatures. For the malware samples which it got wrong, they had on average 5.05 dynamic OS signatures. Despite the reduced number of dynamic OS signatures, my DPL features are consistently able to reduce the false negative rate and maximize dynamic analysis’ capability to detect malware.

3.7 Limitations

When performing dynamic analysis, having programs that do not execute due to dependency issues or are evasive are always concerns. In order to combat the dependency issue, I first downloaded standard libraries such as Microsoft Visual
Unfortunately, there is no feasible way to obtain all programs’ dependencies to ensure execution. However, in typical real-world deployments this may not be an issue because a sandbox placed at a network’s firewall will likely imitate the environment of the endpoints of the network. Thus, if the unknown program can execute on the endpoint, it will most likely be capable of executing in the sandbox.

Malware with anti-sandbox evasion is a harder, but orthogonal problem. Malware with anti-sandbox evasion is malware that uses techniques such as sleeping to avoid executing any significant behaviors unless specific requirements are met. Although I detect potentially evasive actions, I do not claim to defeat all evasive malware. The current advances in defeating it could be added to my tool in the future. However I collected my datasets without regard to anti-sandbox evasive malware, so I expect some of these malware deploy anti-sandbox evasion. Hence, all results in the section are valid for a collection of real-world malware, including evasive malware.

Adversarial machine learning is the practice of creating samples that are specifically crafted to trick machine learning models. In my case, adversarial machine learning could be used to create malware samples that have similar feature values to my goodware set, thus tricking my model into thinking malware are goodware. Although this is outside of the scope of my paper, I believe that adversarial machine learning would be more difficult to do when using my DPL features versus OS-level features only because my DPL features capture another class of behaviors. Malware would have to not only perform OS calls in a seemingly benign manner, but also execute their instructions in ways that are restricted to actions a typical benign
program would perform. Thus, my DPL features reduces a dimension of freedom malware has in terms of hiding its malicious code.

3.8 Conclusion

Dynamic program-level features provide a new frontier of information that is capable of aiding existing dynamic OS-level malware detection tools. Without it, dynamic OS-level tools miss internal behaviors that not only detail potentially evasive actions, but also provide additional useful information that can be used to detect malware despite the lack of OS-level behavioral signatures. My work shows that DPL features are key in producing a tool that can reduce the false negative rate of dynamic OS-level tools by nearly 40%, which can reduce an enterprise’s cost of dealing with malware by 40%. My DPL features also qualitatively changes the way malware can behave because my tool detects and uses internal behavior as a method of detecting malware. My results show that in a variety of test cases, DPL features can further reduce the adverse impact of malware and present a future area of research in hopes to better defend against malware.
Chapter 4: A Hybrid Static Tool to Increase the Usability and Scalability of Dynamic Detection of Malware

4.1 Introduction

Modern intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are responsible for stopping unwanted software from entering an enterprise’s network, while ensuring that benign programs are not falsely flagged. IDSs that rely on static analysis can be deployed as active defense systems because static analysis is fast and can handle at scale the thousands of programs coming into the network. An active defense system is one that can stop programs in real time from coming into the network if flagged as malicious. However, active systems must maintain an extremely low false positive rate to ensure that benign programs are not falsely flagged. This is done by setting the threshold very high for how confident the IDS is in order to classify something as malicious, allowing some malware to slip through the detection system. Thus in order to deploy an active static IDS, the detection rate of malware is sacrificed at a cost of reducing false positives.

IDSs that analyze every file dynamically present a different strengths and weaknesses. Dynamic analysis is based on the behavior rather than the static at-
tributes of malware, which can make it more robust against packed, obfuscated, and previously unseen malware. Work such as [70] show that dynamic analysis can obtain useful information, which often leads to higher accuracies of detection, that static analysis cannot. IDSs that use dynamic analysis on every incoming file are typically deployed as passive systems, meaning that programs that arrive at the network are not blocked in real time. Because dynamic analysis requires the execution of the program in a protected environment, also known as a sandbox, analysis takes minutes to complete. Because malware is not blocked in real time, it is allowed to go past a network’s defenses during analysis and wreak havoc before being potentially detected by the dynamic IDS a few minutes later. At this point, remedial action is taken at the infected endpoint to remove the malware and perhaps re-image the endpoint if the malware has run. I define the time elapsed between when a malware enters the network and is stopped as timeliness.

Most modern malware defense systems rely on hybrid approaches, which combine both static and dynamic analysis in order to defend against malware. However, I found from a literature and industry review that the way in which static and dynamic analysis have been combined is suboptimal. Most hybrid approaches work one of two ways. The first is a system which performs both static and dynamic analysis on all incoming traffic to obtain static and dynamic information in order to maximize a system’s accuracy. The problem with this method is that although both sets of static and dynamic information are obtained, the computational and timeliness costs are prohibitively high because all programs are dynamically analyzed. The other primary hybrid approach is using a static analysis-based tool to
detect any incoming threats. The detected threats, based on static analysis alone, are sent to a Security Operations Center (SOC) to be analyzed further by other methods such as dynamic analysis. This method is problematic because it relies solely on the capability of static analysis to detect threats. As mentioned above, any active system maintains an extremely low false positive rate (to remain usable in the real world) by sacrificing its detection rate. Thus by only relying on static analysis, the malware detection system is incapable of defending robustly against all types of threats.

I present a new hybrid malware detection configuration that runs at the network entry point to an enterprise that strategically leverages the strengths of both static and dynamic analysis while minimizing their weaknesses.

My proposed detection system contains a two-step process. First, a tool which I call a *static-hybrid* tool analyzes all incoming programs statically and categorizes them into one of three buckets: very benign, very malicious, and needs further analysis. It is thus named to distinguish it from usual static tools, which categorize incoming programs into only two buckets: malicious or benign. The very benign bucket contains programs that the static-hybrid is highly confident are benign. This bucket contains near zero false negatives (*i.e.*, missed malware). The very malicious bucket contains programs that the static-hybrid tool is highly confident are malicious. This bucket contains near zero false positives (*i.e.*, benign programs falsely detected as malware). The needs further analysis bucket contains programs the static-hybrid tool is unable to make a strong determination on and thus is passed to the dynamic analysis tool, which is the second step of the process.
The programs located in each bucket provide unique improvements to existing IDSs. The programs in the benign bucket can directly bypass the dynamic analysis portion of my tool, reducing the computational resources needed for dynamic analysis. The programs in the malicious bucket can be blocked immediately, improving timeliness and reducing the need to conduct damage control after a program is identified as malicious in a passive IDS. The programs in the needs further analysis bucket are the only programs passed to the dynamic analysis tool. These programs, as my results will show, have a lower chance of being categorized correctly by a static analysis tool compared to a dynamic analysis tool. Thus by utilizing dynamic analysis on this subset of programs only, my tool’s overall accuracy is higher than a strictly static IDS. In addition, because only the programs located in the very malicious bucket are immediately blocked, my static-hybrid tool is able to operate at a much lower false positive rate than a comparably built static-only tool, as my results will show.

My scheme reduces the computational resources by 27.5X in my salient configuration. This reduction is important for the practicality of a dynamic scheme. For example, a system that analyzes every file dynamically using a sandbox that encounters 200,000 files/day at an organization’s network entry point (a typical file volume for a mid-size organization), I estimate would cost $24,000/year in cloud computing costs alone to run the full sandbox load, based on commercial cloud costs today. By reducing the computational load by 27.5X, the cost of protection would also drop by 27.5X with a very small loss in accuracy of protection.

In practice, any active system must maintain a near-zero false positive rate to
avoid adversely affecting an enterprise’s users. Typical active IDSs block 100% of
the programs flagged as malicious. However, my tool’s two-step process allows it to
only block a subset of programs flagged malicious. This is unique to my tool and I
define it as the Blocked Benign Rate or BBR. The BBR is the percentage of benign
programs stopped in real-time, which is distinct from the overall false positive rate
that measures the total percentage of benign programs flagged as malicious. My
goal is to produce a practical, scalable malware detection tool that strategically
combines the benefits of both static and dynamic analysis. Thus, in order to ensure
the practicality of my system, I chose my salient configuration to have a BBR
of 0.08%. My results show that my salient configuration can still block 88.98%
of malware immediately. Additionally, in practice I believe that the BBR can be
further reduced by combining my system with other AV tools or file reputation
websites.

My work differs from previous work because I are the first to use a static-
analysis based tool to generate three answers instead of two. This allows my work
to utilize the strengths of static analysis to quickly and correctly detect a subset of
malware and goodware for which it is very confident, while using dynamic analy-
sis to more accurately classify the remaining programs. I are the first to propose
such a system to improve existing hybrid malware defense systems’ scalability and
performance. Because of my two-phase design, I can reduce computational resource
requirements and improve timeliness of schemes that use dynamic analysis on all
incoming traffic by much larger factors in comparison to previous work. I introduce
a system that combines both static and dynamic analysis in an innovative way that
takes maximizes the strengths of both while minimizing their weaknesses.

My contributions are as follows:

- Propose a two-phase malware detection tool that uses a static-hybrid-based machine learning tool to reduce the computational resources needed, improve the timeliness, and reduce the alerts generated by dynamic analysis.

- Prove that on programs a static analysis tool has difficulty classifying, dynamic analysis can provide a dimension of information which enables it to more accurately classify them, ultimately improving my system’s overall accuracy compared to static-only based methods.

- Show that my resulting hybrid system is able to reduce computational requirements of typical dynamic analysis by 27.5X, block 88.98% of malware in real-time with a 0.08% BBR (detecting 98.73% of malware eventually), and reduce the number of alerts generated by 9.5X.

- Obtain the results on my system by training its machine learning component on a set of over half a million programs, equally split between malware and benign programs (also known as goodware).

The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section 4.2 covers the related work in the field along with my distinctions. Section 4.3 covers my design and explains in detail the technology behind my scheme. Section 4.4 covers the specifics of my machine learning implementation, feature set, dataset, and testing setup. Section 4.5 covers my results.
4.2 Related Work

My goal has two main components. In comparison to dynamic analysis-based IDSs, my technology aims to reduce the computational load, while improving the timeliness of dealing with a malware. In comparison to static IDSs, my technology aims to perform more accurately. On these fronts, there are several related works that are explained below.

[79] had the most similar goal to ours of improving the efficiency of dynamic malware analysis, but tackles the problem through reducing the number of polymorphic samples tested. Polymorphic malware are malware that contain different bytes as to avoid signature-based detection, but perform the same actions. [79] states that due the high number of polymorphic samples, dynamic analysis is often unnecessary, thus it only dynamically analyzes each malware sample for a short period of time, then compares the dynamic analysis results with that of previous malware. If it matches, then analysis is stopped, thus saving time and resources. However, their work was only able to forgo 25% of analysis, while my work reduces the computational requirements by 27X. Additionally, spawning a sandbox takes a non-trivial amount of time meaning that their scheme cannot in real time stop malware (i.e., there is no improvement in timeliness).

Another class of related works are papers that aim to detect malware similarity [80–87]. These works use static or dynamic analysis in order to cluster malware into families or find similarities between them. However, these works do this to try to aid forensic malware analysis, rather than trying to reduce the computational
load of dynamic IDSs. All these works were only tested on malware. My goal and implementation of my static-hybrid is fundamentally different in that it is used to distinguish malware from goodware.

[88–90] specifically aim to reduce the time dynamic analysis takes to analyze each sample. [88] uses static features to try to predict how long it will take for dynamic analysis to uncover malicious behaviors. [89] uses network analysis to specifically detect if dynamic analysis should be suspended. Both works still require the use of a sandbox, which means their tools cannot stop malware in real-time or reduce the number of programs analyzed dynamically. [90] proposed using cloud computing features to support and enhance malware analysis with the goal of reducing analysis response time, but only could improve it by 23%. Additionally, their tool is strictly a malware analysis tool, not a malware detection tool like ours.

[91] aims to maximize the value of the information obtained from dynamic analysis by using static analysis to cluster malware behavior. Their goal is to reduce duplicative runs of dynamic analysis for malware to maximize the efficiency of sandboxing. Although they do improve the efficiency of dynamic analysis, they do not aim to produce a malware detection tool such as ours.

[92] built an endpoint tool to detect maliciousness within the first five seconds of analysis. Their work is similar to ours in that the authors try to quickly detect maliciousness, but is unrelated because their tool is an endpoint tool, rather than a network IDS like ours. My work aims to prevent malware from reaching the endpoint all together. [69] similarly built an endpoint tool, but uses a set of malicious dynamic models of behavior generated during dynamic analysis to detect
malware on an endpoint. Their technology enables fast detection of malware on an endpoint, but again does not try to stop malware from reaching the endpoint all together. Endpoint tools have an entirely different set of trade offs from network-entry-point tools. In practice, the two types of tools are not in competition, with many enterprises using both types simultaneously to achieve a multi-layered defense.

[21, 22, 93, 94] all use a combination of static and dynamic analysis to either detect or forensically analyze malware. Although these works use a combination of static and dynamic analysis likes ours, they combine the analysis into one set of information with the goal of maximizing accuracy. My work uses the analysis types separately to reduce computational requirements and timeliness of dynamic analysis.

[95] proposes a two-phase classification system for detecting android malware. In the first phase, they use two separate bloom filters, one for malware and one for goodware, to classify incoming programs as malicious or benign. If their initial-phase classifiers produce conflicting results, then the android program is passed to the second, more accurate classifier. Their work differs from ours for the following reasons. First, their work is specific to android software. Second, their initial phase uses two classification tools, whereas I rely on one and use the probability of maliciousness as a method of determining which samples are passed to my dynamic component. Third, their work was only tested on 190 samples and obtained an accuracy of less than 90%. My tool was trained and tested on over 500,000 samples and obtained an overall accuracy over 99%. Further, the first phase of their tool still passed nearly 50% of the incoming programs to the second phase whereas my
tool passed less than 10%.

The following works are tangentially related to ours, but differ significantly as explained below. [96] uses static analysis to fingerprint binary code for the purpose of speeding up forensic analysis and not malware detection. [97] uses dynamic analysis to enhance static analysis for Internet malware binaries, but their technology cannot be used to reduce computational resources like ours. [98] introduces method of smartly storing signatures on an endpoint because of the enormous amount of signatures needed to detect all malware today using a signature-based approach. [99] uses a two-phase classification tool to detect malicious obfuscation code, but performs poorly when used to detect malware.

4.3 My Two-phase System

4.3.1 Architectural Comparison VS Existing Hybrid Tools

To understand the novelty behind my work, I must first look at how existing hybrid tools operate. Figure 4.1 shows a hybrid configuration that utilizes both static and dynamic analysis to detect malware and generate behavioral reports. 100% of the network traffic is analyzed both statically and dynamically. Although this configuration offers the best accuracy, its costs in terms of computational resources and timeliness are prohibitively high because of the use of dynamic analysis on all incoming programs.

Figure 4.2 shows a hybrid configuration that uses static analysis to filter incoming programs into two categories: benign and malicious. The traffic classified
Figure 4.1: Advantages: Maximum accuracy; Disadvantages: High computational costs, decreased timeliness as malicious generates an alert, and then is sent to the SOC to be analyzed dynamically. This model is problematic because it relies solely on static analysis to detect malware. As mentioned previously, static analysis alone can struggle to detect heavily obfuscated or packed malware, limiting its overall accuracy [6]. In addition, the alerts generated all have to be analyzed dynamically, which increases the amount of work the SOC has to perform.

Figure 4.2: Advantages: Fast detection, some computational benefits; Disadvantages: Limited to static-only accuracy

Figure 4.3 shows my configuration and its stark improvement over existing hybrid designs. My configuration utilizes a static analysis tool to filter incoming programs into three categories: very benign, very malicious, and needs further analysis. Because of this innovative three bucket design, my tool can strategically deploy
the use of dynamic analysis only when it truly is necessary to gain an accuracy benefit.

4.3.2 My Design

The novelty in my work comes from my use of my static-hybrid-based machine learning tool. As shown in Figure 4.4, this static-hybrid tool divides incoming programs in real time into the following three categories based on thresholds $T_1$ and $T_2$. For the programs that the static-hybrid tool is confident is benign, the tool places them in the definitely benign bucket, bucket 1. The programs in the benign bucket bypass dynamic analysis entirely. For the programs that the tool is confident are malicious, it places them in the definitely malicious bucket, bucket 3. The programs in the malicious bucket are blocked in real-time, preventing malware from reaching the endpoint. For the programs that the tool is unsure about, it places them in the needs further analysis bucket, bucket 2. The programs in bucket 2 are passed to the dynamic analysis tool.
The key to my system is my static-hybrid tool. This tool has two main benefits that help my system approach the accuracy of the configuration shown in figure 4.1 with a fraction of the computational resource usage and timeliness. First, on the programs the static-hybrid tool has a confident prediction for, it is very accurate. This helps my system maintain an overall accuracy similar to hybrid systems that use dynamic analysis on all incoming programs because a large percentage of programs are correctly categorized with very low error rates. Second, the static-hybrid tool can classify a large percentage of goodware and malware into the definitely benign and definitely malicious buckets, respectively. By classifying a large percentage of goodware and malware into buckets 1 and 3 respectively, the static-hybrid tool maximizes the computational resource reduction and improvement in timeliness. Because it categorize both malware and goodware into their respective buckets, my configuration gains more computational benefits as compared to the hybrid configuration shown in figure 4.2.

For the subset of programs that the static-hybrid tool is unable to make a confident prediction for, my system’s uses dynamic analysis because it can obtain behavioral information that static analysis cannot. This dynamic information can
be helpful in more accurately detecting malware because it is based on what the malware does rather than static attributes that can modified by processes like packing. In the second phase of my tool, the dynamic information obtained is combined with the static information to give my machine learning classifier the best chance at accurately detecting the remaining malware and goodware.

Static and dynamic analysis are equipped to detect malware in fundamentally different ways. This observation is key in how and why my system is built. My results show that a large portion of malware can be detected using static analysis. However, the percentage of malware that remain undetected still have massive financial and safety implications. Thus, dynamic analysis is key in modern defenses as well because it provides an additional source of information complementary to static analysis.

4.3.3 Computational Resources Reduction

The benign bucket is correlated to the amount of computational resources saved by not having to run dynamic analysis. As explained above, dynamic analysis is resource and computationally intensive. Especially since typically more than 99% of programs coming into a enterprise network are benign, dynamic analysis is wasteful and creates prohibitively high cost for relatively small benefits. By first learning to categorize goodware into bucket 1, my static-hybrid tool can save a tremendous amount of resources. This equates to reducing the cost of an accurate IDS for an enterprise.
4.3.4 Timeliness Improvement

The malicious bucket is correlated to the timeliness improvement by blocking malware in real time. In typical passive IDSs that utilize a configuration such as figure 4.1, malware is allowed through to the endpoint because dynamic analysis takes on the order of minutes to process per sample. In practice, since the percentage of programs that are indeed malicious is small, this is a compromise that is acceptable to users. However, in the cases that the program is malicious, the endpoint has to be quarantined and potentially restored from a previous backup to ensure that any infected files are not still on the machine. This is an ineffective and costly method of dealing with malware. My tool relies on static analysis, but is coupled with the power of machine learning to detect a high percentage of malware. Its ability to detect a large percentage of malware with high confidence, as shown in my results, gives it the ability to stop most malware prior to it reaching the endpoint. This saves an enterprise the time and cost of quarantining and performing damage control after a typical passive IDS would have let malware pass through.

4.3.5 Hard-to-Classify Programs

The needs further analysis bucket has the programs that the static-hybrid tool was unable to make a strong classification prediction for and thus are passed to the dynamic analysis tool. I refer to these programs has hard to classify. My belief is that the dynamic portion of my tool is able obtain information that can help it more reliably determine the correct classification for this subset of programs. My
conjecture is that the programs located in this bucket are harder to classify than the programs in buckets 1 and 3 and thus would benefit from dynamic analysis. The goal of my tool is to minimize the this subset of programs to maximize my system’s benefits.

My results will show that on the subset of programs located in bucket 2, information from dynamic analysis is indeed valuable for more accurately classifying these programs compared to static analysis. In many cases, the increase in accuracy is dramatic, which quantifies the benefit of utilizing dynamic analysis versus static analysis. Figure 4.5 shows the overlap of my static-hybrid tool versus a tool based on static analysis alone, such as the configuration shown in figure 4.2. In a typical static-only-based tool, the programs with probabilities of maliciousness between $T_1$ and $T_s$ would be categorized as benign and the programs with probabilities between $T_s$ and $T_2$ would be categorized as malware. However, my work shows that static-only-based tools are ill equipped to reliably categorize these and thus passing them to dynamic analysis maximizes the chances of being classified correctly.
4.4 Implementation

4.4.1 Dataset

My total dataset contained 264,769 goodware and 259,356 malware Windows PE32 executables. I obtained my malware and goodware datasets through a combination of Virus Total and Virus Share [100, 101]. Both graciously allowed me to download a large number of malware and goodware. Although I cannot guarantee that my dataset is perfectly representative of all programs in the wild, I took every precaution I feasibly could while trying to amass a large, diverse set.

For my malware, I collected programs that had at least 15+ detections on Virus Total. Virus Total queries nearly 60 Anti-Virus (AV) tools to determine a program’s maliciousness. I chose 15+ as an acceptable threshold to ensure the ground truth in my dataset because it meant that at least 25% of the AV tools believed this program is malicious. I ensured that my malware dataset was temporally diverse by choosing a specific number of malware per year. My malware dataset had 5,000 samples per year from the years 2001 to 2008. For the years 2009 to 2017, I chose 20,000 per year. Lastly, I chose 40,000 malware from my total dataset that had a PE timestamp that was prior to 2001 or after 2017, as these timestamps were clearly tampered with. This distribution was chosen based on distribution of a malware test set I received from a private malware analysis company. The malware chosen per year were chosen randomly.

For my goodware, I collected all of my programs from the years 2005 to 2016.
and ensured that each had zero detections on Virus Total. I chose to download programs from Virus Total with zero detections because I believed that if a program was not flagged by any AV tools for more than a year, then it was most likely benign. A similar method was taken in these works [77,92]. Additionally, this was the only way of obtaining a dataset that was large enough to effectively train and test my machine learning algorithm.

4.4.2 Machine Learning

My machine learning-based detection tools were trained and tested using a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network implemented with Tensorflow with Keras [75]. My MLP configuration, I used one hidden layer with a size equal to the input layer with dropout set to 0.5 between each. I used a learning rate of 0.01, learning rate decay of 1e-6, and Nesterov momentum set to 0.9. For my first two layers, I used a rectified linear unit activation function. I trained the MLP for 100 epochs as I observed in my training that my tool’s accuracy on the validation set leveled off after 100 epochs. The final layer of my tool was a Softmax layer used to output a probability of maliciousness. I trained and tested my machine learning algorithm using a 4-fold cross validation.

The goal of my system was not to extensively test machine learning algorithms, but to show that my tool is capable of utilizing the unique strengths of both static and dynamic analysis in a previously unseen way.
4.4.3 Feature Set and Testing

For the static portion of my test, I generated static reports for each sample with the following class of features. My static features comprised of header data such as imported APIs, and dynamically linked libraries (DLLs), section entropy, and YARA rules. I chose to analyze APIs and DLLs based on previous work’s successes using them as features. I also used YARA rules to detect signatures that were obtained from the open-source YARA-Rules project [102]. Due to the high number of unique imported APIs and DLLs found across over half a million programs, I filtered out the ones that did not occur at least 10,000 times in either the goodware or malware set. I chose 10,000 because it produced a feasible number of features that my machines could process and train on given my large dataset. This resulted in a set of 4,002 static features. The number of static features is large because each class of static features I collected, such as imported APIs, produced a large number of individual features.

For the dynamic portion of my tool, I executed each sample in a Cuckoo Sandbox for 2 minutes. Cuckoo Sandbox is an open-source sandbox manager built to dynamically analyze programs [37]. Each sandbox was run with Windows 7, 1/2 GB of ram, and 1 core. Each sandbox was given Internet access using the Whonix gateway to obscure where the HTTP requests were originating from [103].

My dynamic feature set was a superset of all the static features in addition to operating system (OS)-level and program-level behavioral signatures. The OS-level behavioral signatures were obtained using Cuckoo Monitor, Cuckoo’s dynamic anal-
ysis tool that monitors the interaction between a program and the OS to build dynamic signatures. For example, Cuckoo Monitor will generate an HTTP_REQUEST signature if the program attempted to connect to the Internet. The program-level behavior was obtained from a dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) tool based on the technologies found in [70]. The program-level features detected instruction-level obfuscations and collected instruction-level statistics. I used DynamoRio, an open-sourced DBI tool, in my implementation [73]. My dynamic feature set was 4,594 features in total.

It should be noted that my hybrid configuration, which is my main contribution, can be used by any existing static and dynamic analysis hybrid malware detection system that utilizes machine learning. Although untested, my conjecture is that my configuration’s benefits are not unique to my system’s feature set or implementation.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Static VS Dynamic IDS

Here, I cover the performance of the static phase versus the dynamic phase of my two-phase system on my total dataset to prove the usefulness of dynamic analysis as a complementary addition to static analysis.

Table 4.1 below shows the following information for using a strictly static analysis-based MLP tool, and a combination of static and dynamic analysis-based MLP tool. First, it gives the detection rate, which is the percentage of malware
detected out of the malware test set. Second, it shows the false positive rate, which is the percentage of goodware that are falsely flagged as malicious. Third, it shows the area under curve (AUC), which corresponds to a machine learning classifier’s receiver operating characteristic that shows the detection rate across a range of false positive rates. Lastly, it shows the F1 score, which is common machine learning metric used in practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Detection Rate</th>
<th>False Positive Rate</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static-based MLP tool</td>
<td>97.71%</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
<td>.9850</td>
<td>.9974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic-based MLP tool</td>
<td>99.02%</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
<td>.9919</td>
<td>.9980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Static analysis VS. Dynamic analysis Detection Results

I used the same dataset for my dynamic tool as my static tool: 264,769 goodware and 259,356 malware. However, not all the samples executed dynamically due to issues such as dependencies not being met. As a result, I generated dynamic reports for only 195,255 goodware (70.95% of my original goodware set) and 223,352 malware (86.27% of my original malware set). When training and testing my dynamic tool, I used the same training and test set as for my static tool during the 4-fold cross validation, but only included the ones that ran. Thus, the results shown above for the dynamic-based MLP tool is based on this subset of programs that ran.

Table 4.1 shows that the false negative rate (% of missed malware) for my dynamic tool is 0.98%, compared to 2.29% for my static tool. This is a decrease
of 57.2% for the dynamic tool. These results show that dynamic analysis provides behavioral information that help a malware detection tool be more accurate than static analysis, which is why dynamic analysis is necessary in real-world tools. I observe similar increases in the F1 score and AUC compared to my static tool.

Although dynamic analysis has benefits in terms of accuracy, there are drawbacks related to the resources needed and timeliness as explained in Section 4.3. First, spawning a sandbox per sample is unscalable for many enterprise networks due to the number of programs coming in daily. Second, dynamic analysis takes on the order of minutes meaning that malware cannot be stopped in real time, and instead are allowed to pass through to the endpoint. Only after the dynamic tool determines that the program tested is malicious is it stopped and the endpoint fixed. Additionally, not all programs execute dynamically, as I experienced in my experiments.

4.5.2 Definitions

This subsection defines the metrics used to quantify my improvements and results of my two-phase detection tool. \( G_1 \) and \( M_1 \) are the number of goodware and malware located in bucket 1, respectively. The same notation is used for buckets 2 and 3. In my notation, \( N_G \) and \( N_M \) are the total number of goodware and malware respectively.
4.5.2.1 Computational Requirements Reduction

I define the computational requirements (CR) of traditional dynamic IDSs as the amount of resources needed to spawn a single sandbox per sample arriving at the network. Using a typical dynamic IDS, the CR would be equal to 100%. I calculate the computational requirements of my system by Equation 4.1.

\[ CR = \frac{G_2 + M_2}{N_G + N_M} \]  

(4.1)

To calculate the CR in my system, I have to find the percentage of goodware and malware located in bucket 2 (the bucket of programs that will be passed to dynamic analysis) and divide by the total number of goodware and malware. However, I know that in the real-world, a majority of programs that arrive at a typical enterprise firewall are benign, thus the number of goodware greatly outweighs the number of malware. I can then approximate the CR of my system to be simply:

\[ CR \approx \frac{G_2}{N_G} \]  

(4.2)

4.5.2.2 Timeliness Reduction

I define timeliness as the amount of time elapsed from the malware reaching the IDS to being stopped at the endpoint. I quantify it by calculating the BMR, which is how many malware are blocked and thus stopped in real time, shown in Equation 4.3. In a strictly dynamic IDS, live network traffic cannot be blocked, thus all malware that comes into the network is run on the endpoint for minutes prior
to being detected and removed. Because my static filter is fast enough for it to be used with stopping live network traffic, it can block a percentage of malware from reaching the endpoint as seen in the results below.

\[ BMR = \frac{M_3}{N_M} \]  

(4.3)

4.5.2.3 Alert Generation

In typical dynamic IDSs, an alert is generated for every program flagged as malicious, which is then analyzed by a network administrator. In a dynamic scheme, the number of alerts generated are typically overwhelming and cause only a small percentage to be analyzed. In my scheme, because only a small portion of programs are dynamically analyzed, my system dramatically reduces the number of alerts sent to the network administrator.

My alert generation (AG) metric is determined by the percentage of alerts that my dynamic portion generates compared to the number of alerts a fully dynamic scheme would produce. An alert is generated only when a dynamic tool flags a program as malicious (i.e., a true positive, or false positive). The formal equation is defined in Equation 4.4. First, I calculate the percentage of malware that are in bucket 2 that are detected as malicious, or my detection rate (DR) on the portion of malware in bucket 2. I then account for the percentage of goodware that are in bucket 2 that are falsely flagged, or my false positive rate (FPR) on the goodware in bucket 2.
\[ AG = (DR_{M2} \cdot \frac{M_2}{N_M}) + (FPR_{G2} \cdot \frac{G_2}{N_G}) \]

4.5.3 Static-Hybrid Tool: Minimizing BBR

The following results are for my salient configuration, where I chose thresholds \( T_1=0.2 \) and \( T_2=0.999999 \) to minimize the BBR. I show this configuration to explain my scheme’s improvements in comparison to static-only and dynamic-only analysis. Static-only analysis refers to using a strictly static IDS while dynamic-only refers to using a strictly dynamic IDS.

In Tables 4.2 and 4.3, I show the overall detection rate (DR), overall false positive rate (FPR), CR, AG, percentage of malware blocked in real-time (BMR), and percentage of benign programs wrongly blocked in real-time (BBR). The overall DR is the percentage of total malware detected as malicious; in my tool, this is by either the static and dynamic phase. The overall FPR is what percentage of total goodware were falsely detected as malicious; in my tool, this is by either the static or dynamic phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>FPR</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static-only</td>
<td>97.71%</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic-only</td>
<td>99.02%</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static-dynamic</td>
<td>98.73%</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
<td>3.63%</td>
<td>10.68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Static-dynamic-analysis Results for \( T_1=0.2, T_2=0.999999 \)

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 shows the followings conclusions about my scheme com-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>BMR</th>
<th>BBR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static-only</td>
<td>97.71%</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic-only</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static-dynamic</td>
<td>88.98%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Static-dynamic-analysis Results for $T_1=0.2$, $T_2=0.999999$

pared to a scheme that relies solely on static analysis to detect malware. First, my hybrid scheme reduces the overall false negative rate, or the percentage of missed malware, by 44.54%. Additionally, because my tool only blocks programs in real time that are located in bucket 3, my tool only blocks 0.08% of goodware (10.7% the goodware that the static-only tool blocks). A static-only tool stops any program flagged as malicious in real time. The static-only tool does stop more malware in real time compared to my tool (97.71% versus 88.98%), but ultimately does not detect as many malware as my tool because of my use of dynamic analysis. Static-only schemes only have one chance to stop malware and if it does not, the malware is passed into the network to be executed for an indeterminate amount of time. My scheme also holds a significant advantage over static-only based detection tools because my tool can operate at almost 1/10 of the false positive rate, while ultimately detecting more malware. This greatly increases the usability and practicality of my system over existing static technologies today.

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 also shows the following conclusions about my scheme compared to a scheme that analyzes every file dynamically. The dynamic-only scheme is the most accurate, but has the costs of high computational resources, alert gen-
eration, and the inability to stop malware in real-time (as evidenced by BMR equal to 0%). My results show that my tool, for the nearly the same DR as dynamic-only, is able to use only 3.63% of the computational resources (a near 27.5X reduction), generate only 10.68% of the alerts (a 9.5X reduction), and block 88.98% of malware from entering the network (a 9X reduction). My scheme produces nearly the same overall DR as a dynamic-only scheme with a small fraction of the costs.

The reductions in computational resources and alert generation are related to increasing the scalability of dynamic analysis. By reducing computational resources by 27.5X, dynamic analysis’s cost in terms of servers, virtual machines, and total analysis times is similarly reduced to ensure it can still be used even as the amount of network traffic continues to grow. Additionally, I argue that the alerts that are generated by my tool on the hard-to-classify programs are potentially more valuable than the alerts that would be generated by a dynamic-only scheme on every predicted malicious file. The alerts generated for a large percentage of malware I expect does not need human analysis because it is clearly malicious. My tool automatically produces a set of alerts for programs that were hard-to-classify and thus may need human analysis to truly understand.

My tool’s BMR is an invaluable part of my system as compared to a dynamic-only scheme because a dynamic-only scheme cannot stop any malware in real-time. My scheme’s ability to block 89% of malware immediately saves an immense amount of post-infection damage control and removal. This ultimately leads to reduction in cost for an enterprise to maintain a secured network.

The dynamic-only metrics shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 were only on the pro-
grams that executed within the sandbox (approximately 78% of programs tested). This is a detriment to using a strictly dynamic IDS because not all programs execute within a sandbox. In those cases, my static-hybrid tool proves to be invaluable in maintaining a high detection rate, while still utilizing dynamic analysis’s information when available.

4.5.3.1 Bucket 2 Analysis

In my scheme, my hypothesis is that current hybrid schemes do not optimally deploy dynamic analysis—meaning using dynamic information to boost confidence of prediction when static analysis alone is incapable of doing so. To prove that my system more optimally combines static and dynamic analysis, I tested the programs in bucket 2, the hard-to-classify programs, with static analysis and dynamic analysis and show the correctness of classification of goodware and malware. Correctness for malware is calculated by the DR of malware on the set of malware in bucket 2, while correctness for goodware is calculated by the FPR on the set of goodware in bucket 2. For the programs located in bucket 2 that did not able to execute dynamically, my scheme relied on static analysis for a classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Bucket 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G (FPR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>37.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>18.83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Bucket 2 Correctness Results for $T_1=0.2$, $T_2=0.999999$
Table 4.4 shows that on this subset of programs, each tool’s correctness is significantly lower than their accuracies overall on goodware and malware. However, this table shows important conclusions. First, it proves that this subset of programs is hard-to-classify as evidenced by the worse accuracies. This means that the programs located in bucket 2 cannot be reliably classified by static analysis alone. Second, it shows dynamic analysis is the most capable of distinguishing these hard-to-classify programs. The dynamic analysis tool is able to nearly increase the DR of malware in bucket 2 by more than 14X while reducing the FPR by half as compared to the static-only scheme. This result shows that by utilizing my system, dynamic analysis can still be used strategically (maximizing its complementary information to boost accuracy), while incurring minimal costs as shown in the Section 4.5.3.

4.6 Conclusion

Malware detection is a fundamental tool necessary to prevent attacks on information and security. IDSs play a pivotal role in preventing malware attacks, but the way that current IDSs use both static and dynamic analysis are suboptimal. My two-phase system is a stark improvement over existing hybrid schemes. By understanding the unique strengths of static and dynamic analysis, my system is able to obtain an overall DR near that of a system that analyzes every file dynamically with a 27.5X reduction in computational resources, 10.5X reduction in alert generation, and a 9X reduction of malware entering a system’s network. Additionally, my system can operate at a much lower FPR than a system that only relies on
static analysis, greatly increasing its practicality. Existing hybrid technologies are correct in utilizing both static and dynamic analysis when detecting malware as they are complementary to one another. However, they fail to strategically deploy these technologies to maximize efficiency and usability. My work introduces a novel method of accomplishing both.
Chapter 5: Enhancing the Static Detection of Malware with CNNs

5.1 Introduction

Malware detection is at the forefront of cybersecurity research. Due to the rapid growth of malicious programs and threats, the diversity and number of malware in the world has outpaced human’s ability to manually analyze and detect them. Machine learning has become intertwined with malware detection in the modern era because of its ability to decipher patterns in large amounts of data that would not be possible otherwise.

The static detection of malware initially started with static signature matching in order to detect malware. A static signature is an exact byte-for-byte match that is unique to malware that detection tools can use to confidently find malware. Recent advances with the use of machine learning have helped static analysis move away from strictly static signatures. Instead, information such as the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) found in the program header or N-grams of opcodes has been proven to be useful for malware detection [77, 104]. Because of machine learning, large amounts of data can be analyzed for patterns indicating maliciousness within a program. Machine learning provides a probabilistic method of detecting more malware versus a static signature that typically only detects a single malware.
Amidst the recent advances in static detection of malware with machine learning, there are still areas that need improvement. The first is the often manual effort required to generate features that are useful for machine learning. Feature generation is vital in producing a highly accurate machine learning malware detection tool. This is a nontrivial task because it often times requires domain expertise and manual investigation [105]. Poor feature generation can in some ways limit machine learning’s capabilities of detecting malware and goodware. Additionally, new features may have to be continually developed to deal with new malware creating a constant need to study in-depth the latest malware trends. The second issue relates to the prominence of using features such as N-grams or other strictly presence-absence features that can cause overfitting resulting in less generalizable results [2]. Malware detection has largely moved away from traditional hash-based signatures, but using features such as N-gram combinations of Windows APIs can be seen as a similar variant to hash-based signatures. They are only more effective because of the computing power of machine learning. More advances have to be made in order to reduce the time and knowledge necessary to create quality features and help improve a malware detection tool’s ability to generalize and detect new malware.

To address the issues outlined above, I propose the use of static program disassembly and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in order to automatically generate machine learning features that are effective at differentiating between goodware and malware. I apply Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods to the static disassembly of both malware and goodware with the hypothesis that the opcode se-
quences found in programs can be treated as sentences would be in natural language processing. With the use of CNNs, I show that my tool is able to automatically generate features that embed raw opcode sequences without any manual intervention, and improve the accuracy of a tool based on existing static analysis features.

My work has four main advantages. First, the use of CNNs to automatically generate useful features reduces the time and effort required compared to manually-generated features. As the number and diversity of malware continue to grow, the need for more scalable feature generation is evident. My method is completely automatic, which presents a scalable and useful method of future malware detection. My tool requires no human expertise in identifying which opcode sequences are malicious or benign. In addition, because the feature vectors based on opcode sequences are generated by the model itself, the features are optimized to improve the performance of the detection tool. Second, I show that when my generated features are added to an existing static analysis tool’s feature set, the percentage of missed malware decreases by about 40%. This is a significant finding because it shows that the CNN is capable of reducing the work necessary to produce high-quality features. Additionally, my tool does not prefilter the dataset in any way, meaning that both packed and obfuscated malware are included in my set. Previous methods that relied on the reliable uncovering a malware’s API sequences or true opcodes can be defeated by packing or obfuscation techniques. My tool shows the ability to perform well despite such malware. Third, my work shows in a simulated zero-day malware test that the addition of my features to a typical static analysis-based set of features decrease the number of missed malware by more than 50%.
This is significant because other simple exact-pattern matching features have shown to be prone to overfitting and thus perform poorly on unseen malware [2]. Lastly, analysis into the results show that malware that have the same generated feature from the CNN model are indeed similar. This is a somewhat expected, but exciting finding because it shows that there is promise in using CNNs for automatically identifying similar malware and their malicious code.

My approach works as follows. I first obtain the static disassembly of a Windows PE32’s executable sections. I then extract only the opcodes in program order because it is my belief that the opcodes are more important to the behavior of the malware versus the operands, which may change arbitrarily. I then feed in the opcode sequences into my CNN, which produces a feature vector representation of the input sequence. The feature vector representation of the input opcode sequence encodes the relationship between opcodes found in the sequence. This feature vector representation is then fed into a back-end machine learning algorithm for classification between goodware and malware.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 5.2 gives an overview of PE32 executable as well as the methodology behind my tool. Section 5.3 details the implementation of my work, while Section 5.4 covers the results. Section 5.5 covers the related work.
5.2 Static Program Structure Feature Set

5.2.1 PE32 Program Structure

A Windows PE32 executable is structured in the following way. First, there is a header, which contains information such as where the code and data sections reside along with imported Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and Dynamically Linked Libraries (DLLs). The remaining portions of the executable are its individual sections, which can be code or some form of data.

Code sections are typically marked as read/execute in the header, while data sections are typically read-only or read/write. In x86, the code sections sometimes can contain data as well, which makes the process of disassembly difficult. In addition, because x86 is a complex instruction computing set architecture with variable length instructions, there may be multiple legitimate instruction sequences within the same set of bytes. These two facts make static disassembly of x86 code hard to do reliably. Especially in the case of malware, static disassembly can be tricked or fooled by packing or obfuscation.

As my proposed method below relies on static disassembly, the problems with it mentioned above are concerning. However, my research and results show the following. I found in practice that although malware can be heavily packed and obfuscated in order to trick static disassemblers, I was still able to obtain code traces from over 93% of malware tested. This could be improved by choosing a more robust static disassembly tool. Also, because the extracted code is simply a
basis for the CNN’s generated features, my tool’s performance supports the claim that it can find effective feature vectors that are able to differentiate malware and goodware despite the presence obfuscated or packed programs.

5.2.2 Base Static Features

The first set of static features I obtain are what I call my base features. This set of features contains header information and Cuckoo static information. My static header-related features included imported APIs and DLLs, section entropy, and language. Features such as the presence or absence of specific APIs or language were boolean features whereas features such as section entropy were value features. Cuckoo Sandbox is a commonly used open-source sandbox tool used to analyze malware [37]. It also contains a static module for detecting static attributes of the program under study. I chose to include those as features as well to make my base feature set as robust as possible. These were standard static features I found in previous work.

As shown in my related work section, a majority of the static analysis-based malware detection papers relied on PE header information and some variant of the presence or absence of Windows APIs and DLLs similar to my base static features. Although machine learning has greatly enhanced the ability to detect all types of malware accurately and at scale, these types of features are not a significant improvement in comparison to the traditional hash-based signatures because these types of features can still require domain expertise (to filter out which APIs/DLLs
are relevant) and some manual analysis to be used effectively to detect malware. Machine learning has automated some of the process, but my work shows that further automation can take place to build accurate detection tools without any manual analysis or expertise.

5.2.3 Exact or Near-exact Pattern Matching Features

The second portion to my static feature set are exact or near-exact pattern matching rules. I chose to use the Python library PEID and YARA rules in practice as examples of these rules [102]. Both of these tools use exact or near-exact byte-level matches in order to detect specific attributes of programs such as which type of packer or compiler was used. The byte-level matches can occur in code, the header, or the data section. Although my opcode sequence CNN model also looks for similarities in the code, these methods are still distinct for reasons explained in subsection 5.2.4. These tools are targeted at identifying specific attributes of malware that can be useful to an analyst. Because many of these rules are specific to malware, they have been shown to be effective as boolean features for differentiating malware and goodware [70]. Thus, I included them in my feature set to increase the performance of my static analysis detection tool.

In order to properly validate the value of my automatically generated features from opcode sequences, I felt that it was necessary to include this set of features to prove two things. First, I want to show that my generated features still add value in terms of accuracy despite some overlap in methodology between the opcode sequence
CNN model and strict pattern matching. In order to test this, I had to include a set of strict rule-based features to show improvement. Second, I wanted to further demonstrate that quality features can be generated despite the lack of knowledge about which opcode sequences were malicious versus benign. By including the PEID and YARA rules as features that were developed by experts with specific knowledge, the improvement in accuracy in my results better reinforces this idea.

As the number of malware and goodware continue to grow, hard-coded rules to detect attributes of malware will become harder to maintain and develop. Even now, out of the nearly 2,000 YARA and PEID signatures I found in my malware set, more than 80% had a hit rate of less than 0.1%. As malware detection and analysis continue to try to scale with the rapid growth of malware, a more scalable, automatic, and efficient method of feature generation that does not require the expertise of the ever-changing attributes of malware is paramount.

5.2.4 Opcode-Based Feature Generation and Training

A natural way to view a program is as a sequence of instructions. In this section, I discuss how machine learning, specifically CNNs, can be used to extract features from the sequence of instructions that make up an executable program.

The process of feature extraction begins with static disassembly of the executable. Disassembly is the process of turning machine language code into human-readable assembly language. Since this process occurs statically, the returned sequences of assembly language opcodes are in program order. Our process only
extracts the opcodes out of the disassembly because operands, such as registers, can be changed arbitrarily and are less important to the core operation of the program. By extracting only the opcodes, the storage space necessary and computing time also decreases because of the smaller amount of raw data extracted.

Once each program is represented as a program order sequence of opcodes, any sequence-based ML model, such as CNNs using one-dimensional convolution, can be trained to recognize sequences of opcodes that occur frequently in either malware or goodware. This allows these sequence-based models to discern between the two classes of programs using only an input sequence of opcodes.

CNNs have classically been applied to sequential data mainly in Natural Language Processing (NLP) for tasks like sentence classification and sentiment analysis [106]. From a high-level this application of CNNs to malware detection can be viewed as a similar task to sentence classification where the input tokens are a sequence of opcodes rather than words and the output classes are malicious and benign rather than sentence topics.

CNNs, like most ML models, are designed as a composition of non-linear functions, called layers, that allow for each layer to create a representation of the input based on the output of the previous layer. In the case of CNNs, an embedding layer initially assigns each opcode a random real-valued vector. Following the initial embedding layer is a series of convolutional layers. These convolutional layers generate filters, short sequences of vectors, and convolve these filters with the output of the previous layer. Each layer ends by applying a non-linear element-wise activation function to the output of the convolution. Intuitively, this procedure can be seen
as a fuzzy matching operation between the layer’s filters and the layer’s input. If a filter’s sequence of vectors are similar to a subsequence in the layer’s input, then the convolution operation creates a larger output than if the sequences are dissimilar. Succinctly, each filter can be described by the following input-output rule:

\[ y_i = f(W \cdot X_{i:i+h} + b) \]  

(5.1)

where \( y_i \) is the \( i \)th output of the convolution, \( W \) is the filter, \( X_{i:i+h} \) is the sequence of embeddings for opcodes \( i \) through \( i+h \), and \( f(\cdot) \) is an activation function. After applying a series of convolutional layers, CNN classifiers typically create a set of output class probabilities by first performing a pooling operation across the final convolutional layer’s filter outputs and then applying fully-connected layers as seen in regular feedforward neural networks.

The training procedure for CNNs uses the backpropagation algorithm with any variant of stochastic gradient descent. This algorithm runs a batch of samples from the training dataset through the model, producing output classifications. These outputs are compared to the known class labels associated with each sample and a loss function, usually cross entropy for classification tasks, measuring the model’s deviation from the ground truth labels is evaluated. The model parameters are then updated by taking the gradient of the loss function with respect to all of the parameters so that each parameter can be adjusted in the direction that locally minimizes the loss function.

Superficially, this idea of using a CNN for opcode-level analysis is reminiscent of N-gram opcode analysis or other code-based pattern matching. However, as seen
by previous research, N-gram analysis at the byte level tends to overfit to training
data and CNNs operating on the byte-level were shown to be more robust to minor
changes to the input bytes seen in polymorphic malware [2]. Since N-gram analysis
at the byte level is also sensitive to single byte changes, it is reasonable to hypothesize
that similar results would be seen at the opcode level.

Additionally, the high-level interpretation of what a CNN does matches well
with human intuition of how programs work. Unlike other sequence-based ML mod-
els such as Recurrent Neural Networks, a CNN layer only considers a small, spatially
relevant number of input tokens when generating an output value. This is seen in
equation 5.1 where the \( i \)th output of a filter is a function of input tokens \( X_{i:i+h} \).
This matches with the intuition that only short sequences of contiguous opcodes
are actually relevant to one another, especially when dealing with a program-order
disassembly.

5.3 Implementation Details

5.3.1 Dataset

My total dataset contained 101,847 goodware and 96,753 malware Windows
PE32 executables. I obtained my malware and goodware datasets through a com-
bination of Virus Total and Virus Share [100, 101]. Both graciously allowed me to
download a large number of malware and goodware. Although I cannot guarantee
that my dataset is perfectly representative of all programs in the wild, I took every
precaution I feasibly could while trying to amass a large, diverse set. This includes
not prefiltering my dataset in any other way than ensuring I had a temporally diverse dataset. Analysis on my malware and goodware set showed that 52% and 25% were packed, respectively.

For my malware, I collected programs that had at least 15+ detections on Virus Total. Virus Total queries nearly 60 Anti-Virus (AV) tools to determine a program’s maliciousness. I chose 15+ as an acceptable threshold to ensure the ground truth in my dataset because it meant that at least 25% of the AV tools believed this program is malicious. I ensured that my malware dataset was temporally diverse by choosing a specific number of malware per year. My malware dataset had 2,000 samples per year from the years 2001 to 2008. For the years 2009 to 2017, I chose 8,000 per year. Lastly, I chose 16,000 malware from my total dataset that had a PE timestamp that was prior to 2001 or after 2017, as these timestamps were clearly tampered with. This distribution was chosen based on distribution of a malware test set I received from a private malware analysis company. The malware samples for each year were chosen randomly.

For my goodware, I collected all of my programs from the years 2005 to 2016 and ensured that each had zero detections on Virus Total. I chose to download programs from Virus Total with zero detections because I believed that if a program was not flagged by any AV tools for more than a year, then it was most likely benign. A similar method was taken in these works [77, 92]. Additionally, this was the only way of obtaining a dataset that was large enough to effectively train and test my machine learning algorithm. I chose the goodware dataset based on a similar distribution as the malware.
5.3.2 Disassembly

The first step in my process is producing the static disassembly of each program in my dataset. I chose to use the Linux utility ObjDump to produce the static disassembly of the executable sections found in each program. ObjDump uses linear sweep to disassemble a program. Linear sweep disassembles the code regions sequentially assuming there is no interleaved data. Although linear sweep can be prone to errors, I chose to use ObjDump because of its ability to obtain sizable sequences of opcodes. In practice I saw that ObjDump was successful in uncovering opcode sequences more than 93% of the time. By choosing a more robust tool, this number may be improved upon.

My results and work shows that despite the pitfalls of linear sweep disassembly, my model is able to produce opcode sequence feature vectors that are still capable of differentiating malware from goodware. Additionally, packed or obfuscated malware that produce erroneous disassembly may be somewhat beneficial because it could produce uncommon opcode sequences that my tool is able to attribute to malware.

5.3.3 Machine Learning

I implemented my entire tool with Python3 and Tensorflow with Keras. I used a basic ensemble configuration to test and compare my different feature sets. My ensemble is two layers, a set of base classifiers that feed into a second-level classifier that takes the output probabilities of the base classifiers as input. I chose to use an ensemble configuration due to its success in previous works. Each base classifier is...
The first base classifier is trained on a set of static features I call my *base static* features. This set of features is described in 5.2.2. This set of features totaled 1,302 features in total. I chose to train an Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network to train on the base static features. I found that through testing the MLP was able to handle the large number of features well in a reasonable amount of time. For my MLP configuration, I used one hidden layer with a size equal to the input layer with dropout set to 0.5 between each. I used a learning rate of 0.01, learning rate decay of 1e-6, and Nesterov momentum set to 0.9. For my first two layers, I used a rectified linear unit activation function. I trained the MLP for 45 epochs as I observed in my training that my tool’s accuracy on the validation set leveled off after 45 epochs. The final layer of my tool was a Softmax layer used to output a probability of maliciousness. I trained and tested the MLP using a 4-fold cross validation.

The second base classifier is trained on the set features described in 5.2.3, which I call the *rule-based* features. These features were all boolean features and generated from the YARA open-source project as well as the Python library PEID [102]. My dataset had 2,002 collective features from these tools. I used the same MLP configuration as above to train and test the accuracy of this feature set. This model was also trained for 45 epochs as the validation accuracy leveled off. A 4-fold cross validation was used here as well.

The third base classifier was my opcode sequence CNN model described in 5.2.4. I chose to feed in sequences of length 10,000 opcodes after testing various
sequence lengths because it performed the best by a slight margin with reasonable training times. During the training phase, I found that in practice training on a randomly selected contiguous chunk of 10K opcode sequences from within a program in a given class was more efficient versus training on the every 10K contiguous chunk of each program. Due to the large number of samples in my dataset, there were a subset of programs with extremely long disassemblies, which made training times highly impractical. Thus, the CNN model was trained with contiguous chunks of 10K opcode sequences from within the malware or goodware training samples. I randomly chose 10K opcode sequences within each binary versus choosing the first 10K opcode sequence to prevent bias and overfitting on the code located at the entry point. During the testing phase, I feed each 10K opcode sequence chunk from the entire testing sample into the CNN and backend MLP to get a set of prediction probabilities. To get a final determination for a given sample, I average the output probabilities. I originally tried taking the max, but found that it caused a high number of false positives. In practice, I found that this configuration of training and testing performed best while maintaining practical training times.

For configuration of the CNN itself, it uses a set of two gated convolutional layers followed by the max pooling layer along the opcode dimension. Each gated convolutional layer uses two sets of convolutional filters. The output of the first set of filters is passed through a sigmoid activation function that maps the output values to the interval \([0, 1]\). These values are then element-wise multiplied by the outputs of the second set of convolutional filters. This gated convolution configuration follows the approach in [107]. The intermediate output from the max pooling layer is an
automatically generated feature vector with a 1x100 dimension. This generated feature vector was then fed into the same MLP configuration as the other base models mentioned above to get a final prediction. For programs that did not have at least 10K opcodes, I padded the opcode sequence with a null opcode reserved specifically to pad my sequence vectors. I used a 4-fold cross validation here.

The 2nd-layer classifier I chose to use to train on the output probabilities of the base classifiers was the Random Forest algorithm. I found that through experimentation that Random Forest was the best performing 2nd-level classifier for my testing scenario. I built the Random Forest classifier with 300 estimators from the SkLearn Python library.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 The Addition of Opcode Sequence-based CNN Features

The first test results I collected shown in table 5.1 shows the accuracy of two ensemble configurations. The second row shows the first (labeled base+pattern) configuration where the base classifiers include the MLP trained on the base static features and the MLP trained on the pattern-matching features. The second configuration (labeled base+pattern+opcode) is when the base models include the two previously mentioned models plus my opcode sequence CNN model. The second column abbreviated DR stands for detection rate. The third column has the F1 score, which is a common machine learning accuracy metric. The fourth column has the AUC, which is short for Area Under the Curve, of the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve. The last column has the False Negative (FN) reduction or the reduction in the number of malware missed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Models</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>FN Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base+Pattern</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base+Pattern+Opcode</td>
<td>94.56%</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>40.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Ensemble Results with Various Base Classifiers at a 1% FPR

The table of results showcase the following conclusions. First, it shows the relatively good performance of using the base static features and the pattern-based feature set. The AUC is nearly 99%, which is inline with what we saw in other prior works on similar sized datasets using static analysis. The more significant finding is the 40% reduction in the false negative rate or the number of missed malware when adding the automatically generated opcode sequence features into the first ensemble configuration. The false negative reduction is calculated by subtracting the false negative rate of the second model (5.44%) from the false negative rate of the first model (9.09%) and then dividing the resulting number (9.09% - 5.44% = 3.65%) by the false negative rate of the first model (3.65% / 9.09% = 40.2%). The AUC and F1 score similarly have gains of 50% and 29.3%. The value added to the existing static detection tool is evident.

Looking closer at the results, my hypothesis that adding this set of automatically generated opcode sequence-based features adds value in the context of malware detection is confirmed. Furthermore, after the analysis of my malware dataset and goodware dataset revealed that 52.4% and 24.92%, respectively, were packed, the
fact that the CNN model was still capable of producing quality features based on
disassembly produced by linear sweep that helped differentiate more malware and
goodware than using other standard static features alone is significant. This shows
the promise of using CNNs to automatically produce features that are valuable for
bettering malware detection while reducing the manual labor involved in generating
features specific to malware.

Figure 5.1 shows the ROC curve for both ensemble configurations. As shown,
the second model with the CNN-generated features outperforms the other configu-
ration across a multitude of false positive rates.

5.4.2 Zero-day Malware Detection

In order to further test the value of my opcode sequence-based CNN features,
I ran a simulated zero-day malware detection test. I trained my base models only on
goodware and malware from before 2014 within my dataset and tested on goodware
and malware that were compiled after 2015. This results in 73,475 malware and
83,988 goodware in the training set and 23,946 malware and 17,993 goodware in the
test set. The results are shown in table 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Models</th>
<th>DR</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>FN Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base+Pattern</td>
<td>72.25%</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base+Pattern+Opcode</td>
<td>87.04%</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Simulated Zero-day Test: Ensemble Results with Various Base Classifiers
at a 1.5% FPR

The purpose of this test was to confirm prior work’s claims that features such
as exact pattern matching or other boolean features such as the presence or absence
of specific APIs were prone to overfitting while showing that CNN-based features
are less prone. Overfitting would cause superficially high accuracies on datasets that
contained similar samples in the test set and training set (as seen in most malware
datasets) and significantly lower accuracies on samples unseen before. As shown
in the second row, the detection rate, F1 score, and AUC of the model without
the opcode sequence-based features drop off dramatically. The detection rate on
this test shows a decrease of 22.1% when compared to its detection rate of 92.75%
with a 1.5% FPR on the standard 4-fold CV test. Although the model with the
opcode sequence-based features also has a dip in performance, it is only a loss of
9.0% compared to its detection rate of 96.71% with a 1.5% FPR on the standard
4-fold CV test. In other related work studied, I saw a similar dip in performance
when testing across time because malware is constantly changing to adapt to recent updates, platforms, vulnerabilities, and detection techniques.

When compared head to head, the model with the additional opcode sequence-based features reduces the false negative rate of the model without it by over 50%. This helps confirm that the opcode sequence features generated by the CNN are useful in reducing the inability of other feature sets, which are solely based on boolean features or exact matches, to generalize better.

This time test overall shows that there is still significant work to be done to be able to build malware detection tools that can reliably detect zero-day malware. As the landscape of malware continues to change rapidly, the information malware detection tools draw upon has to change and be updated equally rapidly. The only way to do this is through automation. Although the opcode sequence-based feature vectors are not the complete answer, the promise they showed in improving the accuracy without needing prior knowledge on what the latest malware trends were is significant and interesting area of future research.

5.4.3 CNN Robustness Test

To further confirm that the CNN is capable of robustly handling minor changes in the raw input sequence and performing some form of fuzzy matching, I conducted an experiment on a randomly chosen test set of 24,213 malware. I changed a varying percentage of the opcodes in the input sequence and measured the change in the output probability of maliciousness. I randomly chose the opcodes to alter within
each input sequence using a random number generator for the location and ensured that there was no repeats in locations chosen. I also used a random number generator to come up with the opcode that replaced the existing opcode. I varied the percentage of opcodes randomly replaced in the following increments: 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%. The results in the change of the output probability are shown in Figure 5.2.
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**Figure 5.2: Robustness Test Results**

The results confirm that CNNs are indeed more than capable at handling small to fairly large changes in the input sequence without the changes having a large effect on the output probability. Despite up to 50% of the input opcodes in the input sequence being changed, the CNN model’s probability of maliciousness only decreased by an average of 9.32% compared to its original probability of maliciousness on the original unchanged input sequence. This is a desirable quality in
malware detection because malware can have arbitrary changes in its code sections that
may not directly affect the overall function of the malware. In these scenarios, it is beneficial to still classify these similar, but not identical opcode sequences as sequences originating in malware. This robustness gives our CNN model a significant advantage over exact-pattern matching feature sets. Exact-pattern matching feature sets are more strict and thus could be more heavily affected by small arbitrary changes in the malware, resulting in a higher likelihood of overfitting and poor generalization results.

5.4.4 Similarity Analysis and Future Work

At an intuitive level, the CNN model is performing a fuzzy match of opcode sequences found in goodware and malware automatically. Using this information and by analyzing the resulting generated feature vectors, a simple similarity test can be performed. By storing all of the generated feature vectors by the CNN model for malware and goodware, I ran a test to see how similar two different programs were if their respective input opcode sequences mapped to the same feature vector. I chose to focus on the generated feature based on the first 10K opcode sequences of each program as I found that it was the most reliable in delivering the most quality matches.

I first found out the most commonly generated features that were element-wise equal and near equal. The most commonly generated feature was found 1,023 times, all occurring from malware. Taking a closer look, I found that all 1,023
of these malware had the same list of 41 imported APIs, giving high confidence that these malware had very similar if not the same opcode sequences. This is somewhat of an expected finding as intuitively the CNN was finding similar opcode sequences that were specific to goodware or malware. I further investigated the next ten most common embeddings and their associated occurrences from goodware or malware. Each set of programs that had the same generated feature were all exclusively malware and imported the same set of Windows APIs respectively. In the small case studies done, the confirmation that the CNN model is finding similar programs based solely on opcode sequences without the use of any prior human expertise is significant because it opens up the prospect of potentially using this system not only as a malware detection engine, but as a malware analysis tool. The biggest benefit here is that this was done automatically.

I am not proposing this work as a general malware classification tool, as there are many other works that focus exclusively on that area. However, I do think there is potential for this framework to be used in the future to automatically find malware that have very similar code. Although this tool is not as general as other classification tools, based on my limited analysis, there is potential for future research to look more heavily into this technique.

5.5 Related Work

[4] used Echo State Networks (ESNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) in order to automatically generate features for the purpose of malware detection.
However, their schemes relied on the dynamic sequence of specific Windows APIs called whereas my tool only requires the static disassembly of the program, which is faster and easier to obtain. Additionally, the authors had to first condense the low-level APIs into distinct, high-level events to consolidate behaviors such as opening a file since there is more than one API to do so. My approach does not require the same level effort in terms of preprocessing or prior knowledge.

[3] used a CNN to produce features from a raw sequence of bytes from a program. Their approach consisted of feeding in the whole binary (up to 2 million bytes), disregarding the inherent structure of the binary, into the CNN in order to generate a feature and ultimately provide a classification between goodware and malware. Their work on a comparably sized dataset achieved less than 90% overall accuracy whereas my CNN model alone is able to achieve 93% overall. Because their work treats each byte as a sequence unit, their work could be less resilient to arbitrary changes made such as changes in the data section. The data section of a program, especially if it is packed or encrypted in some way will be significantly different from compilation to compilation, which can cause issues in their scheme. My model takes into account the inherent structure of the binary and recognizes that the opcode sequence is a better representation of a program, which is backed up by my results.

[108] introduces an automatic string signature generation system in order to detect specific strings in malware with near-zero detections in goodware. Although their goal of malware detection is similar to ours, their programs need to be unpacked prior to being fed into their system. This is a significant disadvantage because of the
time and effort required to accurately unpack programs. Their paper reveals that less than 55% of their original malware dataset were successfully unpacked. Also, their system uses exact matches, which has a low false positive rate, but can cause overfitting.

Many works such as [109, 110] have used various types of neural networks in order to generate features for the purpose of malware classification, not malware detection. [109] uses CNNs and RNNs with the dynamic system call trace as input to identify which family of malware a sample belonged to. [110] uses an unsupervised deep belief network that takes as input dynamic behavior from malware and outputs a malware family classification. My work is different from this class of work because my automatic feature generation is for the purpose of malware detection.

Other works such as [45, 49, 50, 71, 77, 104] propose machine learning-based malware detection tool based on static features such as PE imports, strings, and other metadata. As previously mentioned, these types of features are more prone to overfitting than perhaps a CNN model would be and thus when run in a time split experiment, their performance drops off rapidly. This is also supported by our findings in our results.

Work such as [105, 111] use similar natural language processing methods for malware detection goals, but differ from my work because [111] focuses on capturing malicious payloads and [105] focuses solely on android malware.
5.6 Conclusion

The need for further advancements in the static detection of malware with machine learning is necessary to handle the ever-growing cyber threats. The use of CNNs and raw opcode sequences is innovative because it reduces the need for malware and malicious code expertise and manual analysis. Instead, it relies on the CNN’s ability to generate quality features that are helpful to existing static detection tools. My results show that with the added CNN model’s automatically generated features, it can reduce the false negative rate of a tool trained on existing features by over 40% and by over 50% on a simulated zero-day test. Additionally, our CNN model is capable of robustly handling minor changes in the input sequences of opcodes, resulting in a fuzzy matching of opcode sequences from malware or goodware. This is an advantage over previous work that relied on exact or near-exact matches and proves to be more robust in practice. Although the features generated from the CNN model are not the complete solution to malware detection, it shows promise is finding opcode sequences specific to goodware or malware while maintaining the flexibility needed to handle modern malware.
Chapter 6: Conclusion

Malware is a decidedly hard problem to solve. Windows PE32 executables are only a small slice of the total problem that malware presents. My Ph.D. research has shown that both properly understanding malware and the ways in which it is often detected leads to useful research. By targeting fundamental behaviors, such as the ways that malware attempts to hide from static detection tools, my work shows that malware can be identified by their attempts using dynamic program-level analysis. With the understanding of how malware detection tools are developed and the time it takes to find malicious indicators, my CNN work is able to reduce the time and knowledge necessary to produce high-quality features indicative of malware. Lastly, by properly understanding how current malware detection tools are setup, my work combining static and dynamic analysis methods shows that the tradeoff is not linear and improves upon existing hybrid detection schemes.
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